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The purpose of the work presented in this 
thesis was to examine the applicability of 
orthotropic plate theory to the behaviour of 
corrugated decking under lateral loading, and to 
pursue parallel to the theoretical work an appropriate 
experimental investigation.
A review of the relevant published literature 
is given in Chapter T. The development of
orthotropic plate theory and its application to 
engineering problems is outlined and it is noted that 
much of the theoretical work of the past has been 
limited due to the difficulty of adequately defining 
the convergence of the assumed series solutions. 
Further, this difficulty has inhibited the development 
of solutions of a general nature defining all possible 
variations of the elastic stiffnesses for a given 
plate shape. It is further indicated that while 
there has been a great deal of interest shown in the 
experimental evaluation of the appropriate plate 
moduli and stiffnesses, little work has been carried 
out in applying the results of these tests to the 
behaviour of orthotropic plates under different loading 
and boundary conditions.
The theoretical work of Chapter II opens with 
a brief outline of the derivation of the governing 
equations for the elastic behaviour of an orthotropic 
plate. The orthotropic plate compatibility equation 
and consistent boundary conditions are then derived 
and the author's solution to the problem of the 
bending of an ortho tropic plate under uniform 
transverse loading is given. A complete 
investigation of the two major modes of solution is 
given and the plate behaviour for various combinations 
of stiffness ratios presented. The chapter closes 
with an outline of a method devised by the author 
for the assessment of the anticlastic surface 
exhibited by an orthotropic strip when bent by a pure 
moment. This analysis is used to justify the 
experimental evaluation of the principal stiffness 
of a plate by a simple bend test and the use of the 
reciprocal relationships in orthotropic plates.
Chapter 111 describes the experimental 
techniques developed to measure the plate stiffnesses ' 
and also the apparatus built to test and measure the 
behaviour of decking specimens under a uniformly 
distributed load.
■ï
é
The results of the experimental deflection 
and strain investigations are compared with the 
theoretical values in Chapter IV and good agreement 
is shown to obtain.
; :. The de si ^  as pe c t s of light gauge metal
debklng arè^  ^d^^^ in Chapter V and this section
d^^^ utility of the strut compress 1 on
j es^ in ésjri^  ing that stressât which elastic 
buckling In a light gauge metal deck under uniform 
load is -initiated. An experimentaT investigation 
.j undertaken to substantiate the above statement is 
; - de t ailed and ; the chapt e:r d o  ses with the subs t ant iation 
%;ÿ.y.''pf a simplif ied coll apse load, concept to prpyide the 
basis for de sign.
Chapter VI summarises the main findings of 
: the theoretical and experimental work and Chapter VII 
contains a full bibliography and author index.
The thesis concludes with six appendices 
which enlarge on various aspects of ;thepanalysis and
also present t results of the experimental/ ■ - A ,investigations.
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A B S T R A C T
The purpose of the work presented in this 
thesis was to examine the applicability of orthotropic 
plate theory to the behaviour of corrugated decking 
under lateral loading, and to pursue parallel to the 
theoretical work an appropriate experimental 
investigation.
A review of the relevant published literature 
is given in Chapter I. The development of orthotropic
plate theory and its application to engineering problems
\
is outlined and it is noted that much of the theoretical 
work of the past has been limited due to the difficulty 
of adequately defining the convergence of the assumed 
series solutions. Further, this difficulty has 
inhibited the development of solutions of a general 
nature defining all possible variations of the elastic 
stiffnesses for a given plate shape. It is further 
indicated that while there has been a great deal of 
interest shown in the experimental evaluation of the 
appropriate plate moduli and stiffnesses, little work 
has been carried out in applying the results of these 
tests to the behaviour of orthotropic plates under 
different loading and boundary conditions.
XX
The theoretical work of Chapter 11 opens with 
a brief outline of the derivation of the governing 
equations for the elastic behaviour of an orthotropic 
plate. The orthotropic plate compatibility equation 
and consistent boundary conditions are then derived 
and the author's solution to the problem of the bending 
of an orthotropic plate under uniform transverse loading 
is given, A complete investigation of the two major 
modes of solution is given and the plate behaviour for 
various combinations of stiffness ratios presented.
The chapter closes with an outline of a method devised 
by the author for the assessment of the anticlastic
i
surface exhibited by an orthotropic strip when bent by 
a pure moment, This analysis is used to justify the 
experimental evaluation of the principal stiffness of 
a plate by a simple bend test and the use of the 
reciprocal relationships in orthotropic plates.
Chapter 111 describes the experimental 
techniques developed to measure the plate stiffnesses 
and also the apparatus built to test and measure the 
behaviour of decking specimens under a uniformly 
distributed load.
The results of the experimental deflection 
and strain investigations are compared with the/
xa
the theoretical values in Chapter IV and good 
agreement is shown to obtain.
The design aspects of light gauge metal 
decking are discussed in Chapter V and this section 
demonstrates the utility of the strut compression test 
in estimating that stress at which elastic buckling 
in a light gauge metal deck under uniform lateral load 
is initiated. An experimental investigation undertaken 
to substantiate the above statement is detailed and 
the chapter closes with the substantiation of a 
simplified collapse load concept to provide the basis 
for design.
Chapter VI summarises the main findings of 
the theoretical and experimental work and Chapter VII 
contains a full bibliography and author index.
The thesis concludes with six appendices 
which enlarge on various aspects of the analysis and 
also present the detailed result.s of the experimental 
investigations.
X V
N O  T A T I 0 N
y, 2 ^ Cartesian co-ordinates
oi, p  angles
A , b length and breadth in directions
X and y respectively
, b.ij elastic modulus and constant
respectively
Poisson's Ratio relating an extensional 
strain in the direction ”i" to the 
corresponding strain in the direction "j"
elastic flexural stiffnesses in the 
X and y directions respectively
I
' elastic torsional stiffness
R, - ; M  -
UJ^  deflection in the direction ^
^ applied loading
h plate thickness
radius of curvature 
normal and shear stress respectively 
Ù, extensional and shear strains respectively
/% , A/m longitudinal and transverse bending
moment per unit length
twisting moment per unit length
^  ^  Çu shear force per unit breadth and
per unit length respectively
Vshear reaction per unit breadth
]/ potential energy
A  value of a determinant
S variational term
V^rv Levy transform operator
y  roots of the characteristic equation
(uniform loading)
e, real and imaginary parts of a
complex root (uniform loading)
applied moment
^  ^^ roots of the characteristic equation
(constant moment)
\  real and imaginary parts of a complex
root (constant moment)
ZT wall thickness of a thin walled section
Oc critical longitudinal compressive
stress which initiates local elastic 
buckling
Ofk average compressive stress at
maximum load carrying capacity
oy yield or 0,2.fo proof stress
S, Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio
local plate stress factor 
effective width
The following constants also appear in the text and 
are defined when derived;
F, f, g, M, N, K, K, L, R
CHAPTER I
CRITICAL REVIEW OF PUBLISHED LITERATURE
I
I.l. INTRODUCTION.
The theory of the behaviour of anisotropic 
bodies has been for some considerable time a fruitful 
field of research for those mathematicians who have 
applied their efforts to the mathematical theories of 
elasticity. Much work of a purely theoretical nature 
has been orientated towards finding a general solution 
to the governing equations of anisotropic elasticity 
without considering specific problems of anisotropic 
behaviour. The author has not reviewed this type of 
work in the belief that such attempts, while of 
considerable interest, do not make a significant 
contribution to the solution of practical problems.
Nor has the author found it expedient to set out in 
this review a separate account of each aspect of 
anisotropic elasticity but has chosen to review relevant 
work in chronological order. This has the advantage 
of requiring a minimum of cross-referencing and enables 
a clearer picture of the development of particular 
lines of thought to be given.
Anisotropic plate theory has for many years 
been applied to the engineering investigation of various 
forms of stiffened plates. The problems investigated/
investigated have been principally those of the 
behaviour of rectangular plates under bending or 
shearing load actions, the principal axes of elasticity 
of such plates being at right angles to each other and 
parallel to the sides of the plate - the so-called 
"specially orthotropic" plate. The orthotropic nature 
of the plates has been obtained by various forms of 
stiffener attached to thin isotropic sheets or by 
altering the cross-section of a uniformly thick plate to 
give an appreciable difference in stiffness in the 
longitudinal and transverse directions. Alternatively, 
the orthotropic nature of the plate has been due to the
i
composition of the material, for example, various forms 
of plywood and fibreglass constructions, or to the 
geometrical configuration of the plate cross-section as 
is the case in corrugated plates.
The section 1.2 of this review has been 
written to provide a conspectus of previous work on 
orthotropic plate problems, bearing in mind the limitations 
of the present investigation, namely, that the plates 
considered are of corrugated cross-section, and that 
the analytical work has been carried out on the basis 
of the so-called "small deflection" plate equation.
It is appropriate at this point to set down 
the definition of some of the terms used in the 
following chapters.
The term "anisotropic" is used as referring 
to a body in which the principal planes of elasticity 
are inclined to each other at any general angle cL 
"Generally orthotropic" denotes a body in which the 
angle CL between the principal planes of elasticity 
is 90° ' In "specially orthotropic" plates cL is 
again 90  ^ and the principal planes of elasticity 
contain the major geometrical axes of the plate which 
is of^  rectangular form.
In this thesis the word "orthotropic" used by 
itself denotes "specially orthotropic".
Throughout many of the papers reviewed below, 
the terminology used has been random and subject only 
to each writer’s particular taste. Consequently for 
this review the author has found it necessary to 
re-cast many of the quoted equations, etc., and will 
use throughout the following connotations for the 
various constants employed. Inhere it has been found 
impossible to follow this procedure, special mention 
is made in the text.
Rectangular plates are characterized by a 
Cartesian system of co-ordinates, the plate-length in 
the direction X being <X the breadth in the direction 
y being b .
The quantity CL^j is termed* the elastic 
MODULUS and relates an extensional stress in the 
direction j to an extensional strain in the direction 
<1 . tvTaere the direction of the applied stress and
the consequent strain are in the same direction 
(e.g. -Z = ^  - / ) the modulus is the reciprocal of
the Young’s modulus for the direction considered,
e.g. 0.11 1. —L. ; 0 .2J, a — L~
where the subscript / refers to the direction ^  ,
the direction y being referred to by the subscript 
%  .
The elastic CONSTANTS are those constants
obtained by solving for the stress terms the general 
statement of Hooke’s Law for an anisotropic body.
, The elastic flexural and torsional STIFFNESSES 
are the values obtained by integrating the terms 
over a predetermined region. In this review all 
values of Ziy are those obtained by integrating the/
the appropriate expressions for over a plate
thickness.
Section 1*3 is a brief review of the problem 
of the incidence of anticlastic curvature in isotropic 
plates. The purpose of this section is to furnish 
the background to the work in section II.’6. of this 
thesis which deals with the behaviour of orthotropic 
plates under pure bending.
1.2. ORTHOTROPIC PLATE THEORY.
The earliest recorded investigation of 
anisotropic theory is that of CEHRING (l86o) whose 
work was primarily an extension of that of Navier and 
Cauchy on isotropic bodies. The practical application 
of this work to the solution of engineering problems 
was the contribution of HUBER (lp22, 1929) who derived 
the orthotropic plate equation.
T)n 9 V  + è*ur  ^ ^  . O ’ (1.2.1)
Subject to the limitation that 
Huber applied equation (I .2.1) to the behaviour of 
concrete slabs and to that o.f rectangular plywood plates 
under a uniformly distributed load, the edges of the/
the plates being simply supported. Huber presented 
tables for the maximum central deflection given in the 
form
or • /  (1.2,2)
where ^  is a coefficient dependent on the plate 
aspect ratio and the ratio -
Huber also scrutinized the case of the bending 
of an infinitely long rectangular orthotropic strip 
with simply supported edges subjected to a uniformly 
distributed transverse line load of finite length 
orientated across the strip and over part of the strip 
width b.
For this case, the applied load was considered 
to be expanded as a Fourier Series
Q . y  a„. sin (1 .2 .3)
L 1 L
A  % I
Huber then derived from equation (1.2.1) the 
following expression for the maximum deflection at the 
middle of the loaded part of the plate
(1 .2.4 )
8Also presented were expressions for the 
maximum bending moment in the ^  and y directions.
Huber dealt with the problem of the behaviour 
of a strip under the action of a concentrated force 
by oonsidering such force action as the limiting case 
of a load having a finite resultant and distributed 
over an infinitely small region.
SEYDEL (1930, 1931) published work on the
behaviour of corrugated plates under the action of 
shear loads applied at the edges of a plate in the plane 
of the plate. He considered an infinitely long narrow 
plate and used a method devised by SOUTHWELL and 
SKAN (1924) to solve equation (l.2.l) for the case when
(7. -2'zr /_6.._bX \ where V  is the intensity of the
I ( /
uniformly distributed shear load along the edges of 
the plate. The assumed deflected form was
ur - e (1 .2 .5)
where the constants were obtained from the plate
edge conditions, these being fixed and free longitudinal/
longitudinal edges;
Seydel considered the compressive component
corresponding to the applied shear acting as the
governing condition and applied the Euler concepts for
eccentrically loaded columns to the behaviour of a
sheet whose corrugated cross-section could be
represented by a simple trigonometric wave form. He
obtained expressions for the elastic stiffnesses
Letc, in terms of the wave height ^  , wave length /% , 
the developed length of the sheet over one wave length 
6/^  , and the plate thickness h as follows:
i
Z)// =
d /ITxüÿ)
3
where ’X  is the moment of inertia of the section of 
the corrugated sheet per unit length about the neutral
axi s .
KATO (1932) considered the case of an 
orthotropic plate clamped at its four edges or clamped 
on two opposite edges and supported on the other two/
1 0
two^ subjected to a uniformly distributed load. He 
attempted a solution where the deflected form was 
represented by a Fourier double cosine series. Graphs 
were presented for the central deflection and bending 
moments along the central line of the plate under the 
action of the uniformly distributed transverse load 
and extended this to the case of transverse vibration.
The solutions so obtained appear to yield satisfactory 
results over the middle half length of the plate, but 
deviate from the assumed conditions at the plate 
boundaries.
1 An interesting theoretical paper was 
published by HOLL (l936) on the analysis of thin 
rectangular isotropic plates simply supported on 
opposite edges. The paper studied many aspects of 
the behaviour of such plates, but of particular relevance 
to the•work contained in this thesis is that related 
to the case of a rectangular isotropic plate simply 
supported on two opposite edges and free on the other 
two .
Proceeding from a Levy form of solution Holl 
presented graphs of the variation of deflection, 
moments and shear forces throughout the plate under a/
I>En.e C'RaN uT EhT X  =
0-1
' I 'O
0'$X*
'I
L_
1
M oh1 EN T I^Uc n r - X   ^ % .
O't 0 -Z d)*3 O'A^ O'^S
• s ^ O
X
f
/^ O A7^ î J^T X  ~
0-i
%-0
V b
O'l
FIG.Ï,!- Proporties of a Square Plate simply 
3 up>portpd on odg'es x - 0, a ^ Tree on 
edges y '= 0 ^ b *
/•2J
0-8.
O'l <?'Z 0-4
%
Û-Ù
O 'l
£'/'/0 (T T"? OA/
<?2 '^5 (?'4
Vi
3 /V i!r/? /? /^ iCd.g /?T
<?-3
FIG. I.2 Properties of a square plate simply 
supported on edges x - 0,a, free on. 
edges y = 0,b.
J ..L
a uniform load of intensity ^ , The results vere
presented in the form of the conventional expressions 
for a thin beam under the same loading conditions 
multiplied by an appropriate coefficient.
Figs. I.l and 1.2 indicate the figures produced by Holl 
for a square isotropic plate with Poissson's ratio 
^  = 0 .25j the plate being free on the edges
y = o,b and simply supported on x = o,a ,
The wider implications of Holl* s work will be 
discussed in Chapter II, section 11,5*
SGHADE (19^0) discussed the problem of a
i
rectangular grid of orthogonally intersecting beams 
simply supported along the edges of the grid. The 
construction was plated on one or both surfaces and 
supported a uniformly distributed transverse load over 
the whole surface. Schade proceeded from Huber's 
solution for the deflection of an infinite strip
subjected to a partial line load.
where C is a constant dependent on the load intensity 
and OL and JB are factors of the plate aspect ratio/
ratio and number of stiffening beams. This 
deflected form was modified by Schade introducing the 
interacting loads between the stiffening beams and the 
plate of which rigid transverse support is a special 
case, these loads arising from the intersection of 
the longitudinal and transverse beams.
He then proceeded to assume that there were 
an infinite number of negative transverse lineal loads 
equally spaced along the infinite strip, A panel 
between any two of these lineal loads can then be 
considered as a rectangular element of stiffened 
plating. On this basis he devised loading conditions 
and deflected forms which permitted the estimation of 
central deflection and the appropriate values of 
bending and shearing stresses.
The examination of flat plywood plates under 
uniform and concentrated loads was undertaken by 
MARCH (1942)5 the cases considered being all edges 
simply supported and clamped respectively. The 
deflected form was assumed to be sinusoidal and all 
the work related to the case when the roots of the 
characteristic equation obtained from (T.2.1) were real. 
March obtained solutions which exhibited significant/
- L J
significant correspondence to those previously 
deduced by Huber for the uniformly distributed load 
case and graphs showing the correspondence were 
presented. An approximate analysis was also put 
forward based on the behaviour of an infinite 
orthotropic strip subject to the above mentioned 
boundary conditions, correspondence to the earliest 
work of Huber again being evidenced.
THIELEMANN (ip4^) carried out a comprehensive 
examination of the anisotropy of various types of 
plywood, discussing the; behaviour of these plates under 
the aption of shearing forces, the plates being 
assumed to be infinitely long elastic strips.
Following the method pioneered by Southwell and Skan 
for isotropic plates and utilised by Seydel,
Thielemann assumed a deflected form similar to equation 
(1 ,2 .5,) and applied this to a strip whose edges were 
simply supported and clamped respectively. Thielemann 
also formulated an energy method of determining the 
buckling loads of plates under pure longitudinal 
compression, this method being based on the equation of 
the energy of deformation of the plate to the work 
done by the externally applied forces. This method was 
also used for the case of a plate loaded in pure shear, 
values of the actual loads being obtained for plates/
l4
plates whose ratio of stiffnesses /Z - -2 J2. the 
2.
roots of the characteristic equation for this value 
being real, A final point about this paper is that a 
method devised by NADAI (1915, 19^3) and developed by
BERGSTRASSER (19^7) for testing isotropic plates in 
bending and twisting was used to determine the elastic 
moduli of the various ply^voods.
The vibration of rectangular wood and plywood 
plates were studied by HEARMON (1946). The 
expression for deflection of the governing differential 
equation was taken to be of a double sinusoidal form
I
\ and a solution obtained by means of the method of
Rayleigh-Ritz for the case of a rectangular orthotropic 
plate clamped on all four edges. The importance of 
this paper lies in the fact that together with the work 
of ¥ARBURTON (1954) it is a source reference for a 
great deal of research on the vibration of rectangular 
orthotropic plates.
LEKHNITSKII (l950, 1957) in h.is two books on
anisotropic media and anisotropic plates respectively 
has reviewed the field in a most comprehensive manner. 
The former volume established the basic equations and 
problems of anisotropic elasticity while the latter/
15
latter dealt with, investigations on the deflection 
and stability of anisotropic plates. It is to the 
latter book that this review refers, and then only to 
such sections of it as are considered pertinent to the 
present investigation.
Leldhnitskii considered the calculation of the 
elastic stiffnesses etc. for a corrugated plate
subjected to loading applied in the plane of the plate, 
with the corrugated cross-section expressed as a simple 
trigonometric form. The technique of evaluation of 
these stiffnesses was identical to that carried out by 
Seydel, Lekhnitskii specifying that the plate could be 
considered uniform and orthotropic if the number of 
waves was sufficiently large, that is, the chord of 
the corrugation is small in comparison with the plate 
length.
To the author's knowledge Leldanitskii was 
the first investigator to indicate the three possible 
modes of solution to equation (l.2.l) for the bending 
behaviour of orthotropic plates. Lekhnitskii began 
by examining the behaviour of uniform thin .orthotropic 
plates under pure bending, pure twisting and the case/
lô
case of bending to a cylindrical surface. A 
detailed examination of the bending of an orthotropic 
rectangular plate with four edges simply supported 
was undertaken, the expression for deflection being 
postulated as
s/ry rn r r ^  S ,h  n r r ^ i ( 1 .2 .7 )
 '  * CL A
/Ï1 > I <1 -I
A similar form for the applied loading g" 
was also used. For the above case, a solution for the 
orthotropic plate analogous to the Navier solution for 
an isotropic plate was obtained. Due to the unwieldy 
nature of this solution, and indeed from the 
computational viewpoint of most double series solutions, 
Lelfhnitskii reconstituted the plate problems in order 
that a method pioneered by Levy (l§99) for isotropic 
plates could be applied.
For the case of an infinitely long plate with 
the longitudinal edges simply supported, Lelchnitskii 
took the solution for deflection of equation (l.2 ,l) 
t o be :
i'trx n-TT'A (1.2.8)
h
where X is a function of x. only.
17
Substitution of this expression into equation 
(1 .2 .1) yielded a characteristic equation for which 
three modes of solution were possible, these being:
(1) The four roots of the equation were real 
and unequal.
(2 ) The four roots were real and equal.
(3 ) The four roots were complex.
Attention was confined to the first root 
condition and the following two sets of boundary 
conditions were considered in detail:
(1) A plate with four simply supported edges.
(2 ) A plate with two opposite edges simply 
supported and the other two edges clamped,
. For these problems, the maximum deflection 
and bending moments were found at the plate centre,
these being similar in form to the expressions
obtained by Huber.
Lekhnitskii then formulated a method of solution 
for the problem of the bending of an orthotropic 
plate with two, three, or four simply supported edges 
under arbitrary load, utilising the theory of bending 
of an orthotropic strip. An infinite strip was/
lb
was divided into a series of rectangles by straight 
lines perpendicular to the sides of the strip, each 
rectangle being equal in area to that of the original 
orthotropic plate under consideration. It is 
interesting to note that the method of solution and 
final results bear a striking resemblance to the 
results obtained by Schade. Lekhnitskii attributes 
much of this to Huber whose work predated that of 
Schade who appeared to have been unaware of much of 
Huber’s work which appeared in publications of limited 
circulation.
I This section of the book then proceeded to 
discuss the Ritz solution of the expression for the 
strain energy content of a rectangular orthotropic 
plate. The solution for deflection was expressed in 
the form of a double series solution and the energy 
expression minimized for the case of a rectangular 
orthotropic plate clamped on all four edges. The 
subsequent expressions obtained for the maximum central 
deflection were compared with those derived by the 
Levy method when the limiting case of an isotropic 
plate was considered in each problem. The value of 
deflection ascertained by the Ritz method was found to/
19
to be 3.Sfo smaller than that found by the Levy 
method.
ASHT\/ELL (1952) carried out some interesting 
work on the stability of shallow corrugated plates 
where the mode of instability was assumed as similar 
to that of curved thin plates in bending. The work 
is reviewed in more detail in Section 1.3*
HEARMON and ADAMS (195^) dealt with the 
determination of the elastic moduli for plyivood plates 
by the series of bending and twisting tests suggested 
by Thielemann, derived from the work of Bergstrasser, 
The relationships relating the plate deflections to 
the plate moduli were determined from the general 
statement of Hooke's Law for anisotropic media, and 
these together with the above experimental work were 
used to ascertain the plate elastic moduli for several 
forms of plywood and isotropic metal plates. The 
degree of accuracy obtained was such that the maximum 
deviation from the mean for the plate moduli was about 
3fo for the metal plates, but fairly large discrepancies 
were evident in the case of some plywood specimens - 
up to the order of 30fo, Despite the discrepancies 
noted,Hearmon and Adams concluded that for plywood/
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plywood plates the basic assumptions of anisotropic 
elasticity hold for the behaviour of such plates when 
subjected to uniform bending and torsional moments.
Identical tests to those carried out by 
Hearmon and Adams were those of WITT, HOPPMANN and 
BUXBAUM (1953)> the materials under consideration 
being three forms of bonded fibreglass, The results 
do not demonstrate a marked degree of anisotropy and 
the ratio ? the principal Young's moduli was
not greater than 1.33*
A further point is that, in common with Hearmon 
and Adams, the results for the elastic moduli for the 
plates studied were not used to discuss the behaviour 
of those plates for loading conditions other than 
bending and twisting.
In a series of papers reporting work carried 
out at the Johns Hopkins University, Hoppmann and 
Huffington have examined several aspects of 
orthotropic plate behaviour,
HOPPMANN (1955) applied the tests of Hearmon 
and Adams to three forms of stiffened plate, a 
rectangular thin steel plate with longitudinal grooves/
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grooves milled from one surface, a rectangular thin 
steel plate with brass stiffeners of circular 
cross-section silver soldered to one face and a 
circular duralumin plate with rectangular grooves 
milled in one face parallel to a diameter. The plate 
stiffnesses 2>„ etc . were determined and he discussed 
the accuracy of determination of the various moduli, 
particularly the validity of the assumption
Substantially different values were obtained 
for these moduli, and Hoppmann in an interesting 
discussion arising out of the written comment on this 
paperijustified his recourse to an averaging process 
for the value cl,3, ^ Uzi on the grounds that the plate 
deflections were not sensitive to this constant. The 
values of the elastic stiffnesses obtained from the 
tests were used to predict the central deflection of a 
circular test plate with a clamped edge under uniform 
pressure loading, the variance between experiment and 
theory being 8 .5^, theory underestimating the value 
of deflection.
An attempt to evaluate the elastic constants 
by theoretical methods was presented by HUFFINGTON (195^), 
where the flexural and twisting stiffnesses X>n etc, 
were conceived as applying to a homogeneous orthotropic/
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ortliotropic plate which was equivalent to the actual 
plate-stiffener combination discussed. This 
combination was a thin isotropic plate with equally 
spaced stiffeners of rectangular cross-section 
disposed symmetrically about the middle plane of the 
plate, a limitation on the stiffener height being 
that it did not exceed the stiffener width. The 
determination of 7)/, was as follows:
The actual plate was considered as made up 
of a series of plates of width , thiclcness A ,
separated by beams of rectangular cross-section having 
width ; 2.e and depth 2f--h f\ . The equivalent 
orthotropic plate was regarded as an infinite strip, 
simply supported on the boundaries and loaded by 
uniform pressure. The strain energy of bending and 
twisting for the equivalent and actual plates were 
evaluated and equated. From this equation a limiting 
value of Dw was found to be given by
X>„ = Z) (1 .2 .9)
where . 25 ■= yij
ZZi = Moment of Inertia of two stiffeners 
with respect to the middle plane of 
the plate.
S - 2/Tv-e) = width of a repeating section.
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This result for 2)// is that which would he 
obtained by treating the stiffened plate as a wide 
flange beam.
The evaluation of was carried out in an 
identical manner. Two values for' 2^2. were postulated, 
the first or lower bound being 2^2.  ^13 . This
corresponds to neglect of the stiffeners when 
estimating transverse rigidity. The upper bound was 
given as
(1.2.10)
/zf!- vt)
w h e r e i s  the total thickness of the plate/stiffener 
combination. This upper bound corresponds to the 
situation where there are enough stiffeners present to 
provide approximate homogeneity.
The effective orthotropic shear modulus 
was determined by comparison of the torsional 
rigidities of the actual and equivalent orthotropic 
plates. The value of 2)^6 is given by
/
7>u. » ^  .6 (1 .2 .11)
where 6- = the shear modulus of the isotropic
plate material 
= form factor dependent upon the cross- 
section of the actual stiffened plate.
2 H-
Z),zu was determined from the equality 
of bending moments for the direction normal to the 
plate of curvature in the actual and equivalent plates.
A limiting value of D /2 was found to be given by
J>,3. = I> " (1 .2 .12)
and the limiting values of the two Poisson*s Ratios to 
be :
^   ^ (1 .2 .13)
Z)„
In the conclusions to this paper Huffington 
stressed that the theory employed was essentially a 
plate theory and that the analysis was subject to the 
limitation that the ratio of stiffener rigidity to 
plate rigidity must not become such that beam action 
was predominant. He however suggested as a possible 
extension to the case when the ratio of stiffener 
height to stiffener width is greater than unity, that 
a reduced height of the order of stiffener width be 
employed.
HOPPMANN, HÜFPINGTON and MAGNESS (1956) made
a preliminary study of che natural frequencies of 
vibration of isotropic rectangular plates rendered/
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rendered orthotropic hy grooves machined on one or 
both surfaces of the plate. The plate moduli were 
determined in a manner identical to that used in 
previous work by Hoppmann (l955)> the values of 
and <^2.1 quoted for each form of plate being different
by a small amount, of the order of 10^.
HOPPMANN (1956) suggested an experimental 
method to determine the elastic constants of
orthotropic plates when bending and stretching of the
middle plane was signifleant. The plates were tested
as previously - Hoppmann (1955) - and the appropriate 
moduli evaluated, these being proportional to the 
cube of the plate thickness. Tensile and shearing 
tests were then carried out to determine a further set 
of constants proportional to the plate thickness.
While the results are of interest, it is to be noted 
that the figures indicated by the author give a change 
of value of CC„ , 0.7.% and of the order of 0.0045,
6,0 and 0 .006^ respectively, and the values of 
and are radically different, oZz, is quoted as
-12,9 times the value of Cl,2.
A study of the free flexural vibrations of 
stiffened plate was reported by HOPPMANN and MAGNESS/
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MAGNESs (1957)- The analytical methods used in the 
paper to predict frequency of vibration took the form 
of presuming the deflection of the plate to be:
Lû~ = Y~^ S\rx mrrcc sin <122-9. (l.2.l4)
where is a harmonic function of time . This
solution was applied to the differential equation of 
free vibration of an orthotropic plate (this is 
identical in form to equation (l.2.l) ) with / "
where ^ A = mass per unit area of the middle surface 
of the plate. This provided a frequency equation.
The values of the plate constants used were those 
obtained in the author’s earlier work - HOPPMANN (195^) - 
for the case when stretching of the middle plane is 
considered. The results, while they do exhibit some 
discrepancy from observed values of frequency, do 
demonstrate the utility of data obtained by simple 
bending and torsion tests.
Continuing their work on the vibrations of 
rectangular orthotropic plates, HUFFINGTON and 
HOPPMANN (1958) applied to the equation for flexural 
vibrations of an orthotropic plate a solution of the 
Levy type. A variety of rectangular plate boundary/
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boundary conditions were examined all conforming to 
two opposite edges simply supported and frequency 
equations for each, case were derived. This paper 
does not set out a comparison with theory and 
experiment, but refers to the earlier work by the 
authors which has been reviewed above. Reference is, 
however, made in written discussion to experimental 
work on plates whose ratio of constants is =3 «17*
A postscript to this work was provided by 
HUFFINGTON (196I ) who investigated the occurrence of 
nodal patterns in vibrating rectangular orthotropic 
plates. Although it is considered that a detailed 
account of this work is outwith the scope of this 
review, it is pertinent to note that a numerical 
example using elastic constants determined by the 
bending and twisting tests of Hoppmann (1955) was given, 
where :
iPn . /• 3^3 = -^’S/O
X>3^  2^? 2.
demonstrating uhat the roots of the characteristic 
equation were still real.
CHANG (1958) discussed the solution to 
equation (l.2.l) for a rectangular orthotropic plate 
clamped on four edges under the action of uniformly/
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uniformly distributed transverse loading. As with 
many previous investigators the expression for 
deflection was stated as a double sinusoidal series.
This expression together with that for the strain 
energy of deformation was used to obtain equations for 
the edge reactions which were then equated to the 
known edge moments and deflections. Chang also 
examined the rate of convergence of the derived 
sodutions. The general question of convergence is 
discussed in Appendix VIII.3•
Orthotropic rectangular plates with arbitrary 
boundary conditions were analysed by KACZKOWSKI (l959) 
where the plate was loaded by edge forces acting in 
the plane of the plate which was vibrating. The 
expression for deflection was taken as a double 
sinusoidal series and this was used to deduce expressions 
for the plate edge reactions,
Once again one has reservations regarding 
the mode of solution used in this publication, 
particularly with regard to evaluation of quantities . 
such as edge moment near the corners of the plate due 
to the difficulty of obtaining convergence of the 
assumed series.
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HÔLMES (1959) considered the behaviour under 
transverse load, of a flat plate stiffened by beams 
of regular cross-section. The analysis was that of 
a flat plate and associated beams. Expressions 
for the stress components in the plate and in the beam 
were set up and the strains in the plate and the 
stiffening beams at their common surface were equated. 
Results were presented for longitudinal strain and 
central deflection, but the important point of lateral 
strain variation is not touched upon,
WILDE (i960) probed precisely the same 
problem as Kaczkowski only taking the expression for 
deflection as a cosine series. The expressions 
derived are of course similar, but the importance of 
Wilde's work is that he examines the convergence of 
this form of double series and shows that with cn. = 12 
the coefficient for deflection represents an improvement 
in accuracy of 2-J-^  on that for -hz = 2 ,  that is, the 
convergence of the series must be considered to be 
rather slow,
CHENG (1962) looked at the theory of bending 
of sandwich plates, the core of which was considered 
to be an orthotropic honeycomb structure. A sixth/
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sixth, order governing lineal differential equation 
for deflection was derived, this equation being 
analogous to the biharmonic equation in the theory 
of isotropic plates.
For the case of a simply supported, uniformly 
loaded rectangular plate the behaviour equation was 
found to be ;
//“ ^ 2. \ ^  " _2. (1 .2 .15)
 ^ / D
3 / and 2^ 2. being the plate constants for the 
orthoiropic core.
The general solution to (l.2.15) was taken as 
ŸCl y* f ^ V- /yyrw B  rnrr\! sink mrrH 1 sin /nTTcc f I . 2 .16 )
%  jL  I a “  a J ^
where the plate is simply supported on all four edges.
By substitution into the boundary conditions, 
and solving for and an expression defining
the plate deflection was obtained.
An important paper on new techniques for the 
solution of orthotropic plate problems was written 
by VINSON (1962). The principal method was to solve/
Ci a -/a - o
6 • -
/ 'O
3o
Levy solution
Perturbation solution (2 terms}
FIG.1.3 Comparison of perturbation
solution with. Levy solution.
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solve the orthotropic plate equation (l.2.l) by a 
perturbation technique. The existence of a series 
solution to (1 .2 .1) of the form
oO
n !=■ o
was examined where
Li X A  (1 .2 .17)
Vé>ù^
Vinson demonstrated the convergence of this 
solution for the case of a rectangular simply supported 
plate and stated that convergence to a satisfactory 
degree was obtained ivith the first two terms. A 
comparison of the derived solution with the exact 
value obtained by the Levy method was made, and it was 
shown that for a rectangular orthotropic plate simply 
supported on all edges under a uniform lateral 
pressure for a range of values ^ 0-Ÿ with ^
the value of the central deflection was within 10^ of 
the exact value; Vinson's graphs demonstrating this 
correspondence are shown in Pig. 1,3. Also 
demonstrated was the expected result that for a square 
plate the orthotropic effects are greatest and these 
diminish significantly as the length to width ratio/
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ratio increases or decreases from unity.
This paper demonstrated the effectiveness of 
this form of approximate method in determining the 
deflection of an orthotropic plate but on examination 
the method suffers from the limitation that the ratio
be close to unity^ certainly within the 
range 0'S~^ ^ -o for maximum deflection values to
be within 10^ of the classical solution.
TSAI and SPRINGER (1963) published a 
modification of the twisting tests of Bergstrasser for 
the determination of the moduli of anisotropic plates.
As this paper was based wholly on Bergstrasser*s notation 
and techniques etc., one must confess to some difficulty 
in interpreting its purpose.
The use of MacLaurin's series to analyse an 
orthotropic plate was suggested by RAJAPPA and 
REDDY (1963) where the expression for deflection was 
taken as
This method was based on first determining 
the deflection expression for the condition of zero/
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zero deflection at tïie plate boundary and tben 
modifying* it by introducing moments to cancel tbose 
given by tlie original expression. In tlie ligbt of 
tbe fact tbat the solution depends for its 
convergence on a particular set of^ boundary conditions 
tbis metbod would seem to be more applicable to tbe 
analysis of beam gridworks tban to tbat of plates.
In an analysis for tbe bending of an infinite 
isotropic strip reinforced by equally spaced identical 
stiffeners on one side under uniform pressure 
YAMACKI (1963) solved tbe problem as a combined 
boundary value problem associated witb tbe conventional 
plate and beam theories. Tbe stiffened plate was 
treated as a series of plate segments separated by 
stiffeners, tbe deformation of eacb determined by 
applying ordinary plate and beam theories, taking into 
account tbe conditions of equilibrium and compatibility 
along tbe junction of tbe plate segment and stiffener. 
It can be seen, therefore, tbat tbe work is principally 
a continuation of tbat of Holmes. ¥bile there are 
obvious advantages to tbe method, namely easier 
computation tban tbe orthotropic plate theory, it 
does seem in some ways to by-pass tbe problem of tbe/
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the interaction of the two elements comprising 
the complete structure.
1.3. THE BENDING OF PLATES TO AN 
ANTICLASTIC SURFACE,
In section II.6 of this thesis, a theoretical 
examination of the bending of orthotropic plates under 
a uniform moment is examined. This is undertaken in 
order than an accurate determination of the elastic 
stiffnesses of the orthotropic plates considered in 
the experimental sections of Chapter III may be 
conducted. To the author's knowledge no such 
examination is available elsewhere, consequently the 
following short review is of the bending of isotropic 
plates to an anticlastic surface, the principles of 
which are utilized in the subsequent examination of the 
bending of orthotropic plates.
The essential reference to work on the 
anticlastic curvature of plates in bending is that of 
LAMB (1891) who examined the flexure of a flat elastic 
spring bent into a circle of radius ^  by moments on 
both ends. Lamb showed that the equation for UT the 
deviation at any point of the middle surface from the/
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the cylindrical surface of radius £ is:
where y is the longitudinal axis,of the strip,
^  the lateral
ZK = the strip thickness,
Xb = the strip breadth.
éo = the extension of the medial plane
in the ^  - direction
= Poisson* s Ratio.
■ The solution of (I.3.1 ) was considered to be
(^lO " 4?^) CÀ.X f^h dx (1 .3 .2)
where
a: .  ^/s A V )  (1 .3 .3)
/ 4-h^e'^
The boundary conditions formulated by Lamb 
were that on the edges cc ^
_ y  = = c> (1 .3 .4 )
d7c^ e
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Substitution of (1.3.2) into (1 .3 « 4) gave 
values of tbe constants and ^  which defined the
deviation of the strip from the cylindrical form of 
radius of curvature ^
Lamb examined the implications of the 
solution, particularly its accuracy at the strip edges 
and reached the conclusion that at the edge the 
magnitude of the deviation from the cylindrical form 
was comparable with the strip thickness Xh. * A 
further point that emerged from the above analysis was 
that this deviation diminishes rapidly towards the 
centre of the plate, but that the sign of deviation 
fluctuates. Lamb concluded by noting that amplitudes 
of these fluctuations were so small that they were 
never likely to be the subject of observation. '
SEARLE (1908) examined in some detail the 
distortion of the cross-section of rods and plates 
under uniform bending and he showed that if a thin plate 
or "blade" is bent by a uniform moment to a cylindrical 
form of radius of curvature ^  , the radius of
curvature in the transverse direction is given by
, 1? being the Poisson * s Ratio for the plate,
material. Searle also demonstrated that an element/
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element of the plate with a longitudinal force 7^  
acting on it, and a radius of curvature ^  
experiences a'resultant radial force of magnitude 
f//7 acting towards the centre of curvature,
where ^  is the angle subtended by the ends of 
the filament at the centre of curvature. This force 
tends to reduce the anticlastic curvature developed 
and Searle estimated that such curvature will be 
eliminated when  ^ i> and d  being the breadth
and depth of the strip respectively.
An interesting experimental study to confirm 
the expressions deduced by Lamb and Searle was 
unde'rtalcen by ASHWELL and GREENWOOD (1950), The 
plates nsed were 15 in, broad, 0,125 ih, thick, and 
suppoftod Oh loiif© ©dg©§ 4 foot apaft5 uniform ' 
moment being applied by weights at the end of a 2 feet 
overhang at each end. The authors concluded that on 
a qualitative basis the results for deflections 
obtained admirably demonstrated the distinction 
suggested by theory between the behaviour of plates 
having,initial curvatures of opposite sign, and 
quantitatively the results were a satisfactory 
demonstration of the theories of Lamb and Searle.
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ASH WELL (1950) reviewed and. extended, the 
work of Lamb and Searle, investigating fully the 
implications of the analysis for anticlastic 
curvature where the transverse effects were considered 
as analogous to the bending behaviour of a beam on an 
elastic foundation subjected to a non-uniformly 
distributed load, Ashwell confirmed Lamb's analysis 
regarding the fluctuations in sign of the deviation 
across the plate from the cylindrical form and 
confirmed that the critical ratio defines the mode
of distortion of the plate cross-section.
i The stability of corrugated plates was also 
studied by ASH'ïfELL ( 1952 ) using equation ( 1 . 3 .1 ) to 
define the deflected form. The method used was 
essentially that of expressing the corrugated shape 
in as general a form as possible, this usually being 
an infinite trigonometrie series, substituting this 
series into (1.3.1) and thereby obtaining an 
expression for the distorted cross-section of the 
plate in terms of the radius of curvature and the 
constant <X derived by Lamb - equation (l. 3 . 3) .
The analysis showed that as the curvature is 
increased the corrugations become progressively flatter/
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flatter, this effect being due to the same radial 
force as cause suppression of the anticlastic 
curvature of flat plates in pure bending. The 
limitations of the analysis are that the corrugated 
forms that can be tackled by this method would need 
to have a cross-section which could be expressed by a 
comparatively simple mathematical series and the 
overaTl height of the corrugations would be limited to 
a maximum of three times the plate thickness.
CONWAY and NICKOLA (l964) used the work of
Lamb to obtain expressions for the stress variation 
across a flat sheet when bent by a constant moment to 
an anticlastic surface. The paper is of interest 
primarily for the experimental work which was carried 
out on thin steel and aluminium sheets, l4 and Zh in. 
long respectively. Measurement of longitudinal and 
lateral strains was effected by electrical resistance 
foil strain gauges and the measured values were used 
to deduce stresses which were compared to those 
obtained theoretically. The agreement obtained is 
very good, particularly when one reflects that.the 
experimental values of Young's Modulus and Poisson*s 
Ratio were only knoivn to an accuracy of 2 - 3^. The 
only reservation that could be expressed is that the/
ko
the moments were applied to the plates through a 
supporting bar to which the plates were fixed thereby 
inducing some restraint on the transverse edges of 
the plate,
1.4. SUMMARY AND COMMENTARY.
Any assessment of the theoretical work to 
date on orthotropic plates must be made with the 
recognition that the advent of computers and their 
widespread availability in the last decade or so has 
radically altered the mathematical outlook on the
problems of elasticity and elastic behaviour. Thus,
1
to criticise the work of one's precursors on their 
apparent unwillingness to undertake problems of wide 
applicability is to ignore the very nature of the 
computational tools available to them. The author 
hopes, therefore, that the following critical 
assessment will be regarded as criticising without 
castigating and disapproving without deprecating.
Early theoretical work concentrated almost 
exclusively on orthotropic plate problems where the 
characteristic behaviour equation for the considered 
plate loading produced wholly real roots when 
operated upon by the Levy method. For orthotropic/
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orthotropic plates supported on all four edges 
HUBER and LEKHNITSKII have exhausted all the possible 
solutions for real roots, the former using for most 
cases a Fourier series for the deflected form and such 
numerical work as was done was carried out using only 
the first term of the infinite series. LEKHNITSKII 
was to the author’s knowledge the first to note the 
limitation of the Fourier series methods and re­
formulated some of the plate problems for analysis by 
the Levy method. As before, the cases considered 
revealed only real roots of the characteristic equation,
although Lekhnitskii did set out the extension of the
! -
method to deal with complex roots. The author would 
therefore consider that for the problems of 
orthotropic plates under lateral load the basic w,ork 
of Huber and Lekhnitskii indicates that the double 
series method, while of value, does not contribute 
to any appreciable degree to the solution of such 
problems, With this in mind, it follows that a great 
deal of the theoretical work subsequent to that of the 
above two analysts when applied to practical problems - 
does not fulfil the promise of its stated intentions.
It is also noteworthy that the work of. HOLL/
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HOLL which would seem to the author to have indicated 
fruitful lines of thought on orthotropic applications 
of his methods has not been the spur to further 
investigations. To a lesser degree, the same could 
be said of the analysis carried out by SEYDEL, which 
posed many questions regarding the behaviour of 
corrugated plates. Indeed, the work of Holl in 
evaluating forces and moments throughout an isotropic 
plate with two edges free and that of Seydel in 
applying to corrugated plates under edge shear loading 
the orthetropic plate equation, seem to the author to 
be pioneering work which has been sadly ignored.
WILDE and VINSON are the only recent 
investigators to have considered the very relevant 
problems of the convergence of the form of the 
solution assumed, and as such these contributions are 
of particular value.
Some recent papers have been but re statements 
of the work of earlier theoreticians. However 
the paper by RAJAPPA and REDDY putting forward a method 
whereby the deflected form is considered as a 
MacLaurin's series is a welcome addition to the 
literature. The author believes that this work, while/
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■while valuable, has a greater applicability to the 
problems of linked beams and grillage networks which 
have been comprehensively tackled by TRENKS (1954), 
PFLUGER (1947) and HENDRY and JAEGER (1958).
To date all the experimental work to find the 
elastic stiffnesses of orthotropic plates has been 
based on the bending and twisting tests of NADAl and 
BERGSTRASSER, and with the exception of those 
performed by WITT et. al(l953), HOPPMANN (l955) and 
HOPPMANN et. al(1956) has been on various 
configurations of plywood or similar constructions.
1
One of the major results of this 
experimentation has been the initiation of an animated 
correspondence (Journal of Applied Mechanics, 1955) 
on the relative values of the moduli and cixt . The
implications of the assumption = aa,i are discussed in 
Chapter II, but the author would like to record at 
this point his view that Hoppmann's concept is in all 
probability the correct one, namely, that the moduli 
ai2. and aa; are in fact equal.
A considerable amount of work has been based 
on the evaluation of the elastic constants for an/
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an orthotropic plate considered as a series of beams 
linlced by a considerably weaker plate . While this 
is a justifiable premise in many cases, the author 
holds the view that any accurate analysis of the 
bending of orthotropic plates must^take into account 
the overall behaviour of the structure which is to 
be considered as a plate. Furthermore, there has 
been a general reluctance to apply the constants 
evaluated either experimentally or theoretically for 
a plate to the behaviour of the plate under essentially 
different loading or boundary conditions. In this 
contey, the work of MARCH (l942), HOPPMANN (l955) 
and HOPPMANN and MAGNESS (1957) is exceptional, although 
March himself has taken the values of the elastic 
stiffnesses for his wooden plates from the work of 
others and describes these values as "tentative". 
Hoppmann and Magness have used the values derived from 
bending tests to investigate the nodal patterns 
exhibited in vibrating orthotropic plates, the 
correspondence between theory and experiment being well 
demonstrated. In all the above papers the authors 
stress the value and difficulty of obtaining accurate 
experimental data.
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As has been mentioned in the review, some 
authors have considered the behaviour of an 
orthotropic plate as being equivalent to a series of 
orthotropic strips or beams, without stating either 
the basis of this assumption or the range of stiffness 
ratios for which it is assumed to apply. The author 
accepts that in many cases the justification lies in 
the applied loading, e.g. longitudinal shear or 
traction give boundary conditions to which the infinite 
strip approach is particularly suited, but it is 
difficult to rationalize the strip approach for problems 
involving transverse loading in any form. One of the 
purposes of the theoretical section in this thesis is 
to investigate the validity of this approach.
In the light, therefore, of the above factors, 
the work set out in this thesis was orientated to 
investigate and discuss the following:
1. The analysis of the behaviour of 
orthotropic plates as integral 
structures and the application of a 
concept of linlced beams.
2• The experimental evaluation of the 
orthotropic stiffness of corrugated 
plates and the use of these .in 
orthotropic plate analysis.
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3. The theoretical and experimental 
behaviour of corrugated decking under 
uniform loading, the decking being 
regarded as orthotropic constructions.
4. The development of a rational basis 
for the design of decking systems.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
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II.1. THE ELASTIC MODULI AND CONSTANTS FOR 
GENERALLY ORTHOTROPIC PLATES.
To obtain relationships between the components 
of force and the components of deformation in an 
elastic body, it is necessary to choose some model 
which reflects the elastic properties of that body.
In the following analysis it will be assumed 
that the components of strain are linear functions of 
those of stress, that is, the material under discussion 
conforms to the generalised Hooke's Law. For the 
general case of a homogeneous anisotropic body, the 
equations which express Hooke's Law in Cartesian 
co-ordinates y have the form;
I
I
I
I
= CUi CTu
Where the coefficients are referred to as 
the "elastic moduli" for the body material.
If the body under consideration is in the form 
of a plate where the lateral dimensions are much 
greater than the plate thiclmess, equation (lI.l.l) can/*
h9
can be simplified to:
Ûpc ” Qu Ox "* C7^ *#- QHf (
- G-z\ 0% -+ <7^  -t- ( 11.1.2)
« (?6/ (Jk 4- Qé2 (7^ Qbù
Similarly tbe stresses <jZc etc. can be 
formulated as functions of tbe condition of strain as
Ox. ^ hn éx 4- htz 4-
(7^  = hzi êx 4- hifz ^  4. ( II .1 .3 )
" bbi &x 4~ h^a. + bi>b
 ^ Where &cj are referred to as the "elastic 
constants" for the plate material.
Assuming that the Maxwell reciprocal 
relationships hold, namely *- G^x , j
and applying the normal rules for the solution of 
equations to (II,1.2) and (II.I.3 ) the following 
identities relating and can be found
A hn — • GiiÙ “ a h
A b z] * A " Ptù . Qzb -- (7/2. (?66
' A c Qn . Qi>b " Qiy
A
_ %
“ Gti. Gja. — MJÏ.
A b,y ;- A = . (7x6 — 6% 2-x. (?/6
A hz6 - A b(>2. a G iT. . G/6 —  Ut/ .
(II.1.4)
____
FIG.II. 1 iMoments in th.p cross-section of a 
plate element.
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wliere ï
A
Cltt a>2. Q/b
Cl-xi Clxi- Qxb,
Qbt UbT. ^bb
As indicated above tbe six elastic moduli 
>^1 , y Qtx , Qft» , Cbt and fully cbaracterize
tbe elastic bebaviour of a generally ortbotropic plate.
II.2. THE BENDING OF GENERALLY ORTHOTROPIC PLATES.
Tbe usual assumptions of tbe classical theory 
of bending are made, namely:
.1.  ^ Tbe plate is tbin and may be considered to
be in a state of plane stress.
2. Tbe bending deflection of tbe plate is small
compared to tbe plate tbiokness, !«©* tbe' 
radius of curvature is large.
For an element of a generally ortbotropic plate 
under a uniform lateral load ^ acted upon by moments 
j as sbown in Fig. II, 1 tbe equilibrium
condition can be stated as (TIMOSHENKO and ¥OINO¥SKT - 
KRIEGER 1959):
f
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wbere: 7 A
M,c - [ C72.J.^ ;
"5 --3.
> (H.2.2)
Assuming a linear strain distribution over 
tbe plate thickness tben for a point in tbe plate 
distance from tbe neutral surface tbe displacements
due to tbe curvature of tbe plate are:
(II.2.3)
wbere (V is tbe bending deflection of tbe plate.
On substituting tbe expressions for tbe 
stresses and strains from equations (II.1.2) and
(II.2 .3) respectively into equation (ll.2.2) and tben 
putting tbe resulting expressions for etc, into
equation (ll.2.1) tbe following equation is obtained:
wbere:
2)// a A 8// ’ l)/h ~ ji. . A/6 J, ^ 3. » AX Aa-a,
/% /2 /%
- A ^ Az-6 ‘ a A^ Az-f-
f% ' /-2
^3 ^  /
>• X
Y Z
Condition of pure tudinal stress.
X
(  b )
Condition of pure shear stress.
FIG.II . 2
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This equation (II.2.4) is the deflection 
equation for a generally orthotropic plate subject to 
a uniform loading of intensity ^ . The constants
2^ / etc. which contain the six elastic moduli will 
be referred to as the "elastic stiffnesses" of the 
plate.
IT.3, THE DETERMINATION OF THE ELASTIC MODULI 
OF GENERALLY ORTHOTROPIC PLATES.
It has been shown that the elastic behaviour 
of the generally orthotropic plate can be characterized 
by six elastic moduli. This section sets out the 
theoretical background to the experimental evaluation 
of these moduli,
Nàdai has referred to the fact that to 
determine the elastic moduli of isotropic plates two 
conditions of stresses are particularly suitable, those 
of pure longitudinal stress and shearing stress - 
Figs. 11.2(a) and (b).
To determine a relationship between the 
stresses produced by the plate loading and the plate 
deflection equate the displacements and
as given by equations (ll.1.2) and (ll.2,3) where/
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where p = “Vi
_ _ 2
"  X
^du 03r dll. (7^ *f- Qib
s —
X
( Q%\ OY -f Ü7X GZ^
(1 1 .3 .1 )
=
A.
( Q(^  *f GI2.Ù CT^ 0^6
Thielemann has shown that a general form for 
the deflection W  which satisfies equation (11.3.1) is 
given by *.
(a>Z 2^Z -*
A
- <^;i6 ^ ^
A
(11.3 .2 )
-A  ^ d g
The term C pc v- ^ ■+^ 3 determines the
position of the plate in space and for the present 
discussion has a value of zero, the origin of the 
system being taken as the origin of the plate.
Lekhnitskii has demonstrated that the moduli 
can be considered as the reciprocal of the 
respective Young’s Modulus or Modulus of Rigidity for 
the direction j
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direction ^
CCn - _____ j Qtz *
E.
a,a . -v?^  ' - -v^ ' (II.3 .3)
jE/i EVa-
@ "pAf. / <:?66 r ^
E'f Elz. (^ 6
"Where vi-j is the Poisson’ s Ratio relating a 
stress in the direction X to a strain in the direction J
The above analysis indicates that by careful 
selection of a series of bending and twisting tests 
the moduli can be obtained for an orthotropic plate
and that such values together with equations (11.1 .7 ) 
will yield the values of the elastic stiffnesses 
in the orthotropic plate equation.
These tests and their application to troughed 
decking are described in Chapter III.
11.4. VERIFICATION OF THE SPECIALLY ORTHOTROPIC
PLATE COMPATIBILITY EQUATION AND CONSISTENT 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONSo
It can be shown from the general statement 
of Hooke’s Law for an orthotropic plate that the 
expression for the potential energy of bending is given/
Xdoc D .w- £:crfo(-/ uT
h
4-ve
Y
(a)
X
r w
-3£>- /\
Y  Y
FIG. II. 3
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given by
^ ~ k  [ f f  f  Z
J^lL ( àxV j,r Jvi’-
(II.4.1)
^ 'D^i./^Ÿ ■>- ^îiifàhiLŸl 
1 èf! 1 a%4%j J
Applying the principle of yirtnal displacements, 
it is assumed that a small variation of the plate
deflection W  is produced. During this assumed 
virtual displacement the change in strain energy of 
the plate must be equal to the work done by the external 
forces. If the direction of the bending moments 
and Mn-c and shear forces acting on the plate
subjected to a uniform lateral load of intensity ^ 
distributed over the plate surface are as indicated in 
Pig. 11.3(a) then the expression for the work done 
during this virtual displacement is given by
él/ ~ - j'Mn è6kr. Js j 6uT, Js ( II .4.2)
The first integral represents the work of the 
lateral load during the- displacement <£ur . The 
second, extended along the boundary of the plate 
represents the work done by the bending moments due to 
the rotation of the edge of the plate, while the
third integral represents the work of the transverse/
5^
transverse shear forces applied along the edge of 
the plate.
The calculation of the variation cSl/ of the 
strain energy of the plate will be presented here 
in detail for the first term of equation (lX.4.l), 
that for the other terms being presented in Appendix 
VIII.1,
Therefore :
jj L  c i x  (, ^  J
- 2j)„fTr  ^ .6i&\-h
Jll j x .  t, 6 % ,  / I J J
In a Cartesian system of co-ordinates for any function 
P of %
jj s yp
where the simple integrals are extended along the 
boundary, p  being the angle between the outer normal 
and the x-axis as shown in Pig. 11.3(a)
• '• Sj^ j Z),f ^ j » 2 jj'è 4> . k)-. Jx
ZD// [/<è^U> . èSiQ' „ ) Co^  B 63^5
il /
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Advancing along the boundary in the direction shown 
in Pig. 11.3(b)
ècW' _ 66^ . ^  4. ^  8 _ 66^ . Ç/n Q
c)x 0K Jx 65 c/x. dn 7 65
= 2 D,jy4^ . <Su>. 4. 2<D, Stnpcop
- 2 f ^ V  . <5u>. <:æ?5 5 Js
J 31^
Integrating by parts the second of the 
bracketed terms of the R.H.S. of the above equation
-  ZZ»  f  A t . $M s  6 h£ } ^ .
J / / On
= — 21>/i , S//ÎyS 6W" j  -  6u^ ^ ^ . f/rÿS J$ J
As the integral is over the closed boundary 
of the plate, the first term on the R.H.S. of the above 
equation is zero.
Therefore the variation of the first term of 
equation (II.4.1) is found to be
= CoSyS èSuX _ dj
(II.4.3)
A similar procedure can be carried out for 
the variations of each of the other terms of equation/
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equation (ll.4.l) to obtain
d ^Dbh
Zjhi. ff <S  ^eJx <3^H -h ZXh^  rO . S'/'^ B Js
ii 57 ; c)f / Oh
-22^ 2-Jjr ^ 4- ySj <5u>. Js
 ^  ^ i)
6 -2 2^ 2 ÇÇ À^^ Tj
;; t V ay
^  2^ 2 [/ cAt -~ 2 5O2 (/0^^ jS 4- . SfnS ^ <SO.
VVOx^ Oy^   ^ A W 7  /
^ ZDti, ( J rx/u2: — Ofzç^L7 B. <2>5G 6v. ii/s 
j j6 L Olj^ 0%^ J / /
^ ZDfz. ff O^ k/' ^ 5^ ^
^ Ox^ / 7 On
0 7
OxOy J
K ^ Ssfi- . c^k)" J% Jm 4- &2k>(f(^\>' >^n B ics 6 . ^s
//OxV^ '* jjxOy / / 0^
Y for 0^  / -  ^ <pS^ B) w. Os 
)<)sL ' M h /0x0^
-f ^Puff O^ Q- . (T6)6 5 4- O-^kjr . S/h &1 6uJ. O5
JLèpc^Ÿ ^  / J
The variation of the strain energy is 
therefore given by the sum of all the above derived/
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derived relationships
Si/ s 2X2. 4 ZJ)fï, ^ <)V .4. jy 0^  j <5k>. J2 0^
f'Dnf Ar- f A t  s/As
L / 0%^ /  J '
*/• 7^2 f / ^ds2^  ' ^  4 0 k/^ S//7 -4 5^ 6 f '^ ^ lû ' $//i S S IfOOV". 0 J
i ^  ^ yO^cOi; / / 7 Jh"
•f fpu f r^  f o^k; 5/Ob^<s5/3^- è^kr,/^i{3, l - zizfra ZO^ .s/ns/oseA O^ v s/i r1
I 0%^ y j  JLèsl è f  f  JJ ay: / V
j-ZïzfTo Z ^  ^ /A s -, 2^/2 f^  O^kT" (oi, & •/- S//1 s')
j w 6 1  â ^ y  A  / J  1 5 x 3 7  / O x ^ O y  /
Z^Pbc>{ A  r A r  Zs/n'^ s- ^ûs'^b)] - A V  /bs s ^ s7
j Osl OxOy A  / J l^ -x^ Ÿ ^7
Sw)A$
Substituting this expression for S V  into 
equation (ll.4.2) and equating appropriate series of 
terms to zero the following three equations are 
obtained
( f f  V/t 4 X^z. à^k> *f zfpf-L •/- 2Xhb) O^kX ~ Jla =■ O ( 11. 4 . 4 )
M  Y  Li ^
(\x>n AlX -4- 34% è\l 4 ?/2 / AtZ 4- A >  )
2L / Oi;:- / ^
•f- 4 Xùùf O^ kX . S/A B B 'j f A?n 1 ââv" • = o
UxOy  ^ / ; 7'Oh
(11.4 .5)
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j  f  2?„|*^  ^  A r . f/rys - O^uT. j - O^V sm^ /gsysj + At- j
V %  A  /a^ kX _ O^ kT ^1 S'/hlS/r£?sS "Dx/OV Ar.f/0 b)
/O^lou^ OxVj / / / OxVy /y
 ^ (II.4.6)
=, o
Equation (II.4.4) will be satisfied only if 
for every point in the middle plane of the plate
AlX 4  zfDa -^ Zphb) O'^kX  ^IXx. ~ Q ( 3^ 31. 4 .7 )
This is the compatibility or deflection
t
equation for an orthotropic plate.
In the case of a simply supported edge 
<fur = 0 and Mn = 0
i.e. eqi: on (ll .4.6) is satisfied if <S^ =0
Equation (II.4.5) is satisfied if 
7>n A x  . tos\ 4- A x  . ?/o^ g -4 5^z/0V. -4 A x .
0%^  ^  ^  ( ay^ / 0%"- / y
-y- 4-Pbit^  0 ^kx . $//]co^p  ^  =. o
. In the particular case of a simply supported 
rectilinear edge parallel to the y-axis, p  =0^.
A/x - -/2>//0V + ax ^  A c o (II.4.8)
6i
For a free edge and are entirely
arbitrary. Also Ain = 0 and 4- OMn-c = 0
<às
Therefore from equations (lI.4.5) and
(11.4.6)
D„ rcsJs 4- dix A r   ^Z^z/OV <rtf>s’’s -v- A>
Ox"- / dM^ - y I
X (:
"/■ -0  ^^  • S/n ^ =• O
and
1 P„f è - OV B 1 - S-z fo /Ar S^ /P5ôl + O V  R
] / Oi I Z 0%: y^  J i 311 Oy^  / y^ / dy^  ^ .
■^ P'2-fA (A; _ A x  ^  B /«psg - A h  A x  /^/î B 7 .
f dj ' dy% dxA y y OxOv"" OyOx"^  y J ^ (II. 4.10)
X
X-
For a free rectilinear edge parallel to the 
axis, = 90°, (ll.4.9) yields
/Vy = -flhz A h  ^ Bz A >  ) ^ <p (H.4.11)
 ^  ^ y
and (II.4.10) gives
gu 4- OMxy . -/BzA a 4-B z A r  4. \ (H.4.12)
Ox I dy^  Ox^ Oy dx Oy 2
II. 5. THE SOLUTION OF THE OTRIIOTROPIC PLATE 
EQUATION.
It has been shown in the previous section that/
YP 6u
SiMPuy
Supportés)
S/Mpuy
SupPoPrr&D
Fÿ^EB
DHi= a.
FIG.II.4 Boundary conditions of 
orthotropic plate.
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that for an orthotropic plate, the deflection equation 
can be written as:
h v  VL = f  (11.5.1)
where
fJJîT» - IBz- 2 JXc
This section considers the solution of 
equation (ll.5 * 1) for the case of a uniformly loaded 
orthotropic plate which has two opposite edges simply 
supported and the other two edges free, the origin 
of co-ordinates being taken as a corner of the plate
as shown in Fig. II.4.
! ■ -
A solution of equation (II.5 .I) can be 
obtained by the following substitution
o r  UTÎ UÆ (11.5 .2 )
where kXT is a solution satisfying the equation
FFn  ^ c?
Expressing kZT as a trigonometric series representing 
the deflected form of a uniformly loaded strip parallel 
to the'x-axis, simply supported over a length A.
^  p  ±  , s/n m j r ^  (11.5 .3)
■rr^ 'D,. ^  «.
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The expression. must satisfy
Ô k/j 4. ^7^3 8 k)% 4. B-x 8 uA. =- o ( II • 5 • 4 )
Adopting a Le^vy form of solution for UJZ
c O
^  ' T' X  (11.5 .5 )
/M P-l, S
where is a function of y only.
This expression (II.5 .5) effects a separation 
of variables for plates having two opposite edges 
simply supported. ^
Substitute (ll.5 » 5) into (ll,5*4) to obtain
(Am - 2 f mrrŸ dj A  4 y o ( II. 5 . 6 )
J Y  Bxx A  / Dzz A  /
The four characteristic roots of this equation 
are  ^ zt p  where
^  C L - y ^  I I
0 a ityjfZ I. , r 7
(XI.5 .7)
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Prom inspection of these roots, there are 
three possible cases consistent with the actual 
values of JDn etc .
1. >  Bz/.ZVz. - all roots real.
For this case, the form of Ym is given by
YL ■=* A? CQskp(^  -h 4- (2 /ÿ.
2. ZIDsi - ZD'/ - equal pairs of roots, p  - jF
= f AJ, 4 ^  4- / A  4 iL y)
3. 2/^ 3 , 2 ) / / . -  all roots complex.
p  ^ &  ± Jl  ^ ^  ^  ^
- C (^ 5^  ^4- Z^s/l &fj ~P ^ *f 2^;, ^
! It is readily seen that for any investigation 
into the behaviour of ofthortopic plates, cases 1 
and 3 above must be fully examined; case 2, that of 
equal pairs of roots can be considered as a special 
case of 1 and 3 and is not discussed separately.
1, All Roots Real.
The deflection ^  is given by uF- uX7 t- uTL
- iSL y' F 4 -f /iPs/ .A 3^ y u
^  \  (II.5.8)
"4Z%i  ^ ’pUtn J 5/h }^TfZC
:. u T -
m 3 ys,.
(^PSA y y Y- ç f n h  y-y | El 
which satisfies the boundary conditions on ZXx^o and
zx: = a
From equations (II.4.11) and (II.4.12) the/
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th.© boundary conditions on ^ ^ O and - b to
be satisfied are:
(11.5 .9 )-
"Ù/z  ^4 Z^66 =, ^
dy^  dx^c)y dy*
Application of equation (11.5 .8) to equations 
(11.5 *9 ) gives the following group of simultaneous 
equations :
4 6" A  éûslji - F  (11. 5 .10)
where
/Y  ^ . /? = 4~l)bb (MTfŸ-
Cm^fciF '
Solution of the group of equations (II.5 .IO) 
as indicated in Appendix VII.2 leads to the following 
expressions for AB, etc.
J-A' — Cobkifk E£>$Âj^ k^ '^
^  (II.5 .11)
3 (nk ((osl^L-iy $ink {cû^pù
66
CP s a - y - p f i  -'Co^ipé ■y'^ OîÀp - €oiikpI> ^ûskjk)J
( H  5 11 ) 
2^ - Fp^ 1^ ( ^^kpk~y^ "PF {co^ K^ k~^ f) aK i^Jd ^
where
'  (p ^S ^ ’p p J ^ k ^ J n k p i) i m k j i  -  2 p G '^ ^ jF  ( y^sl pé)
3. All Roots Complex.
The deflection u H l O Z  is given by
(II. 5.12)
Y CC^ 4>$J ^ Y Bh i^ky tj 7 J
Application of this equation (11.5 * 12) to the 
boundary conditions (11.5*9) gives the following group 
of equations:
1* - a
^  2  ^fj' " /? Y 2 IXtl^ ) '^ & (f "/R — 2 ) - o
f^ yo F ld h - g ^/r ik o L
Y yo^k&b ^ 6 Y^
Y a», f-^^ttil\ & é? ^  Cosk & b  ^d 7 (1 1 *5 *1 3)
■^iXxfp Z n k ô ^ S iix y k  'P<^^0$h9-b 
n p ip t ^ p F ^ t k k & b  WS^yh ^ û U û h ^ lh y p  -P û ^ < p s k û b ^ /k ^ i) j
^ 8 ^ ^ ( p ^ p ^ U & h  (0^2 .^ ' t û  S / 'n l^ b ^ t k jp  - - ^ p i^ k & b ^ ik y b ~ 9 iZ û d e b y o î> -^ i) \^  
i- (5iv, I fp R p O ^ 0 $ /jûb ^û$'pb 9’h cos^j^b '^^6 (nL  û h S'/h^
^ X ) ^ ^ ( p i } L p iA k 9 h  -^&Cosheh - p p i ^ L ^ b  ^ f p b  - û ^ t k l& b  ^ û S jb p
= (p
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where ;
 ^ IZVi.
A* - 4-lZcz,
CmTrF" GF
7? ^  FVj^i^pATrp
Solution of the above group of equations as 
indicated in Appendix VIII.2 leads to the following 
expressions for the plate constants:
Xu # — 6 j" /  “ / Y ^^6)
Cm ./^ A/ 1 f L
^ We?s(\(p\>ypy^ b
-/ Y a  j ^ h o b  (a^ 2^ bl
-(11.5.14)ûh2.y bp'^ p)[iG'kcLiA\\&b
]
« ' (f) " t ^ )/
^  = - C  / ü
t /V
where :
FI ~ ^ (  j~ 2I4z. * N  - 2 ( Zj)z2
L 5 ff'/V- J tkhk O' b *“ ff M p  îè^A ^  /)
AC* s (p/- 2 F) ïâ^kP b “ ff"A1 -i-^P i&T' 2.. 6 
Y /A? V/v^A'Ag^) & /  ^ 96 9,6
^ 6 ^5 ^  6
/?a ° / \/? :» ^ 2
* JZ 'Gq .
/
?. P-O
FIG.II.5 Dofleeted form at plate centre x = a/2
=: 300 a/b = 4/3
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It is seen from the above that the
deflection of an orthotropic plate can be defined for
the given boundary conditions for any variation of 
elastic stiffnesses and aspect ratio a/b. This in 
turn gives a means of determining the distribution of 
moments and shears throughout the plate for any 
variation of these parameters.
In the following discussion the values quoted 
are those obtained using the first three terms 
( /vn - 3  ^ 5“ ) of the sum to infinity for each quantity.
The convergence of the infinite series for these
quantities is discussed in Appendix VIII.5 together 
with the relevant sections of the computational 
procedure. Also the designation Rj is given to 
the ratio and R£ to the ratio , while
all the theoretical graphs plotted for variations of 
these two ratios have been calculated for a value of 
of 300, this being the quantity for
a steel plate 0,048 in. thick with a Young's Modulus 
E of 30 X 10^ Ibf/in^ and a Poisson's Ratio V 
of 0.28.
The Deflected Surface: Fig. II.5 displays y
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displays the variation in the deflected cross-section 
of an orthotropic plate as the parameters and
R2 are varied. It is seen that as for the isotropic 
plate investigated hy HOLL the deflection surface 
across the plate is saddle shaped with a marked edge 
effect.
As the ratio R^ is increased the value of 
the deflection across the plate diminishes. It is 
also of interest to note that as Rj_ is increased 
the point of minimum deflection does not remain in 
the centre but moves across the plate. This effect 
was theoretically noted by HUBER for the case of an 
orthotropic plate simply supported on all edges and 
experimentally by MARCH for the same boundary conditions. 
An attempt by March to correlate theory and experiment 
must, however, be treated with some caution, as March 
himself described the values of the elastic moduli 
for his plates as "tentative",
As would be intuitively expected, for a given 
value of Rj an increase in R^, the ratio defining 
the torsional stiffness of the plate, reduces the 
variation of deflection across the plate causing the 
central portion to remain relatively flat.
22 j
.3.
22
Q}. ^  3/^ = 2/ j^ ‘2- ^ //
FIG.II.6 Moment intensity at plate centre x = a/2
D22 = 300 a/b = 4/3
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Due to tîie transform applied to 
reconstitute the orthotropic plate equation as an 
ordinary differential equation, the theoretical 
deflected form along the length of the plate is assumed 
to be a sine wave. This is borne out by the 
experimental work on steel and aluminium plates 
described in the following chapter.
The Bending Moments: the bending moments
acting oh planes parallel to the y-axis are given by:
(II.5 .15)
where : the deflection uf is given for the case of real 
or complex roots by the appropriate equations (II.5 .8 ) 
and (II.5 .12).
The variation of this moment across an 
orthotropic plate at the centre ( ) is given
in Fig. 11.6. For the ratios and R^ equal
to unity the maximum value of this moment is at the 
plate centre and has a value of 21.933 / D ^ z
which for 0.048 in. thick steel reduces to 1,037 f 
a value which agrees exactly with that obtained by HOLD 
for an isotropic plate of the same physical 
dimensions. Examination of the expression for M x  
indicates that this is due to the domination of the/
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FIG.II.7 Moments and shears in actual plates
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tp.e term D,/[ %)
The value of is relatively insensitive
to increase in the ratio , but the shape of the
distribution across the plate alters such that the 
position of maximum Afx is at the plate edges, although 
the difference in the A/x values between neighbouring 
points across the plate decreases. This concentration 
of moment intensity at the edges of the plate is, 
however, very small, and it is the author’s opinion 
that this is more an indication of the increasing 
importance of the term 7)/2 in the expression
for /ix than a description of an actual phenomenon.
Fig. II. 7 gives the values of the expression for A/x 
applied to the actual plates described in Chapter III. 
This shows that tMx is a constant of value l6. 8l4 
y ( /On') y for 0.0468 in, thick steel which
on insertion of the appropriate values of and
becomes 0.999851 this being the value
derived if one considers the orthotropic plate as a 
series of strips or beams.
In his work on isotropic plates HOLE showed 
that for a given plate as Poisson’s Ratio increased, 
the value of Moc at the free edge also increased./
ïT£?
20 ’
5*
FIG.II.8 Moment intensity My at plate centre x = a/2
^22 = 300 a/b = 4/3
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increased. Tliis result is substantiated to some 
degree by tbe curves of Fig. II. 6 which, show that for 
any given value of increase in R2 gives a larger
value of at the plate edges. This difference is,
however, 'small, and for values of  ^Rj^  ^  1 variation 
of R2 does not alter the distribution of to any
appreciable degree.
The bending moment acts on planes parallel
to the. x-axis and is defined as:
Am " (11 .5 .16)
: The theoretical valuation of this moment across
an orthotropic plate at the plate centre is given in 
Fig. I I .8. As expected, the value of A1^ at the
plate edge is zero while the intensity at any section 
decreases with increasing R^ and for any given value 
of R]^  increases with increasing value of R ^ . This 
latter effect is readily explained by the increasing 
effect of the term in the expression
for Aij .
For Rp and R^ equal to unity the shape 
of the distribution agrees with that for the isotropic 
plate but for any other values of R^ and R^ the/
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the shape of the distribution alters. It is
interesting to note that at a value of = 10
and R2 = 1 the distribution of has a small
negative value at the plate centre which coincides 
with the minimum value of central deflection in 
Fig. II.5 and an apparently inconsistent value of the 
shear force acting on planes parallel to the
x~axis given in Fig. 11,10. Examination of these 
values leads one to the conclusion that they are 
consistent within themselves and that the development 
of a negative value of My is rational.
i For the actual plates described in Chapter
III, the theoretical distributions of shown in
Fig, II.7 exhibit greater convexity for low values of 
the ratio R2 . The actual numerical values of the 
intensity My are small and are positive. The 
longitudinal distribution of this moment My is 
sinusoidal and therefore vanishes at the supported 
edges of the plate.
The End Reactions: the support reactions
at the simply supported ends are given by:
Æc = Qx  + » - f 2>//0V  f. fPn. à^ur 1 ( 1 1 . 5 . 1 7 )L J
'7/-J25’0 /^ T %
5‘0'j-
/O
Û'SX)
SO
/?j. - /
FIG.II.9 End reaction at x = 0 and x - a
D. 2 = 300 a/b = 4/3
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The distribution of this reaction is given 
in Fig. II.9 and is of considerable interest from 
the theoretical viewpoint. The curves indicate 
that for low values of the variation at the
corners of the plate is negative, i.e. downwards, a 
result which would seem surprising were it not for 
the fact that in the case of an isotropic plate simply 
supported on all four edges under the action of a 
uniformly distributed load the corners do tend to lift 
For an isotropic plate with two free edges the end 
reaction ±s of course positive, but increase in 
the ratio for a value of Rj_ = 1 gives a
markedly negative value of corner reaction. This is 
explained by the increasing effect of the term
) in the expression for , which, is
twice the rate of variation of the shear moment .
For the actual plates the variation of 
is shown in Fig. 11,7 and is indicated as a uniform 
reaction. This is what would be anticipated from 
the curves of Fig. II.9 which demonstrate that as 
the ratio is increased the end reaction tends to
a uniform value with the greatest variation from this 
uniform state corresponding to the highest value of/
XA
10 '
FIG.II.10 Shear force Qy at x = a/2
D22 300 a/b = 4/3
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of R2 for a given value of * For the first
three terms of the infinite series for the
value for the 0.048 in. thick steel plate is given 
as 0.93^97 ^  ^  (3^^ where i-s that value
that would he obtained considering the plate as a 
series of beams or strips.
The Shear Forces and Torsional Moment: the
shear force ^  acting on planes parallel to the 
x-axis differs from the expression for the edge 
reaction by the quantity ^ Z^2. which is the
rate of change of shear moment along the plate
free edge.
%  = - u  ] (II.5 .18)
Thus the shear force (py is not zero on the free edges
but in fact, as is shown in Fig. 11.10 is a maximum
along these edges for a value of the ratio R^ = 1.
The change in shape of the curves for as
Rp increases can be explained by the diminishing 
effect of the term  ^  ^^ and the resultant
domination of the expression ^
which is dependent on the ratio R2 . This is the
principal reason for the resemblance between the 
graphs of shear force and those of shear moment/
/O'
=-/
I
I'O-
I i'S-
FIG*11,11 Twisting moment ' at x = 0 and x = a
^22 = 300 a/b = 4/3
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moment - Fig. 11,11 as the rate of change with
^ of ^  reflects the value of ^ ■ at any
section. The graphs for the distribution of 
have been drawn to indicate the variation of this 
torsional couple at the support, as at the centre of 
the plate the value of this couple is zero, this 
being due to the cosine distribution of the series 
for A?;/cj .
For the plates used in the experimental 
investigation the variation of and are shown
in Tables Il.l(a) and Il.l(b). It is to be noted 
that these quantities throughout the plate are small
and can be stated to be negligible compared to the
values of  ^Roc and //ij with the exception of
the values of at the plate corners where a finite
corner load of magnitude 2 is produced. Thus the
summation of ( Rx f- ) along a supported edge of
the plate gives one half of the total static load on
the plate.
The shear force Çx. acting on planes parallel
to the y-axis differs from the end reaction by
a quantity 2 J)h<> but the dominant term in
the expression for is 2?// .
%
y
I
I
SO'
R i > "3 R t. * R% - (
V %  ^ /
FIG.II.12 Shear force at x = 0 and z = a
^22 == 300 a/b = 4/3
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(ppc " l)ii ^ ~l
^ Opc à'j^ J
(11.5 .19)
Thus as increases the value of will be doser
to that of /Sc . This can readily be seen from the 
graphs of Pig. 11.12 which show the distribution of
becoming more uniform as the ratio R * increases.
For the actual plates the values of are
identical to those for /?x to the fourth significant 
digit indicating that the variation of the shear 
moment A/xij with the plate length is negligible .
II.6. THF BENDING OF AN ORTHQTROPIC STRIP TO 
AN ANTICLASTIC SURFACE.
In Section VIII.3 of this thesis a complete 
analysis of the bending of an orthotropic strip to 
an anticlastic surface is given. This analysis 
has been carried out to demonstrate the utility of a 
pure bending test on an orthotropic strip to determine 
the value of the elastic modulus S',, . A brief
outline of this analysis is given.
The compatibility equation for an orthotropic 
strip bent by a constant moment /H- is :
2),/ -f- zf'Oix -h 3 -h IXz. H*/» h i o (II.6.1 )
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where ^  is the distortion of any point on the bent 
plate from the principal values of curvature ^  and 
is the Young's Modulus in the direction of the 
length CL
Applying the transform:
<xs
u/ = y  ' s'm ^TTj^
1,S- ‘
to the equation (11.6.1) yields the ordinary 
differential equation
_ 2 ^  /inPl’cih" -I- A  r I + %  ]y. (h .6.2
2)^ 1 (. CX.J L C ' ^ T r r  J
i = o
where M  is a coefficient defining the central 
deflection of the strip in terms of the plate 
thickness A
Proceeding as outlined in Appendix VIII.3 
the roots of the equation (II.6.2) are determined for 
the cases when all the roots of the equation are real 
and complex respectively.
. The solution of (II.6.2) for real roots can 
be stated as
(II.6.3)
r/i > ij 3/
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and for complex roots as
J--1. . e . H-;
+■-/ ^^ma. (Tip S%.ij ~k Xl^ j f /A ^^ ■?r.
The constants etc. are obtained from the 
appropriate boundary conditions and the shape of the 
distorted cross-section obtained as indicated and 
discussed in Appendix VIII.3 * Thus the distortion 
from a cylindrical form of radius ^  due to anticlastic 
effects can be estimated.
It is also demonstrated in Appendix VIII.3 
that these effects can be considered negligible for 
the plates described in Chapter III and the value of 
Û.» determined from the bending of a strip to - 
cylindrical surface of radius ^  is accurate to 
within the limits of experimental error,
A further use of this analysis is to examine 
the validity of the assumption for the
range of plates discussed in Chapter III. As shown 
in Appendix VIII.3 this assumption reduces to an 
examination of the validity of the relationship
11%./ V/z. (II. 6.5)
Xùn
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where is the Poisson's Ratio relating an
extensional strain in the x-direction to the 
corresponding strain in the y-direction and is
that relating an extensional strain in the y-direction 
to the consequent strain in the x-direction.
As is demonstrated in Appendix VIII.3 the 
distortions given by (1I.6 .3) and (II,6.4) can be 
computed for relationships other than (1I.6 .3) and it 
is shown that for the range of experimental plates 
considered the relationship (II.6.4) must hold. That 
is, as stated in the Critical Review, the author 
believes that the statement made by HOPPMANN (1955) 
regarding the applicability and validity of the 
relationship to be correct and in fact the
only viable condition for orthotropic plates.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
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The experimental work presented in this 
Chapter covers;
1. Evaluation of the orthotropic plate 
moduli and corresponding stiffnesses 
for decking units of light gauge metal,
2. Tests of full scale corrugated deck units 
under pressure loading. These tests 
included complete deflection and strain 
gauge examinations of decking behaviour.
III.l. THE TEST SPECIMENS AND DETERMINATION
OF THE ELASTIC MODULI.
The test specimens were formed from sheet 
material of galvanized steel and aluminium alloy 
which was nominally 0.036 and 0.048 in. thick. The 
effect of the galvanizing on the behaviour of the 
steel sheets was considered to be negligible, A 
thickness survey of the specimens revealed a variation 
not greater than 0 .05^ for either material.
The steel, specimens used were particularized 
by B.S. 3083 and, the aluminium alloy NS3H by 
B.S. 14-70.
For each test two samples were cut from the/
72T-/MitLa jij£a iA .« ia w iffWirg 'C T ajaa.-. ia B B3gsKaB~r-riai r i r » * im i «riinfW
7ÏT.//o) ARiUMl'Mà/f't P^ Of^ 'ne
FIG.III.l Section Profiles.
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PIG.III.2 Co-ordinate system for the determination
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the large scale unit and tensile tests were carried
out to determine Young's Modulus and Poisson*s
Ratio, some seventy tests in all being undertaken - 
see Appendix VIII * 6. The average values of 
Poisson's Ratio which were subsequently used in the 
theoretical work were :
Aluminium Alloy; Poisson's Ratio = 0,33
Steel ; Poisson ' s Ratio ')? = 0 .28
The actual troughed decking was cold formed 
from sheets of O.O36 and 0.048 in, thick steel and 
aluminium, each individual trough having the profile
i
shown in Fig, Ill.l(a) and Fig, Ill.l(b) for steel 
and aluminium respectively.
The determination of : for the
evaluation of the rectangular plate having the
co-ordinate system shown in Fig, III.2 was used.
The pattern of points (1) to (9 ) was marked on 
the flange of the sheet and on a specially prepared 
part of the floor surface perpendicularly bp 1ow.
The deflection of the plates was measured by micrometer 
stick and the increments of loading were such as to 
provide adequate magnitudes of deflection. The 
test consisted of applying increments of load up to/
i>.'r
FIG. III. 3 Bending Test for Q.i.a.
0-04& in. Sn~s:e:L
Po/zvrs 0 ) nNO (S')
X>£^ LBc:'7-'}oN 'k(^ uy^  jzi.
oi
0'4-
FIG. III. 4' Bending tests for
Deflections relative to that of (9)
N.B. Shift of origin to facilitate 
graphing of similar tests.
L o b o  Pii>l‘
û'4
O'036 in.
P o i N T S  0) /?//£> {S)
t>BPLEc-r/M ^  (Wi //I
Q'/ o% Q-Z
FIG,III.5 Bending tests for
Deflections relative to that of (9)
0'04‘9 in, $r'(^ g:L 
. Po'/f^rs (X)/(B) . C4)hl>) . C3)/rr)
UT' in.
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FIG.JII.6 Bending* tests for
Deflections relative to that of (9 )
O-S'Q Îiiv^ h * ^ (kJi-U)(,) -2 (^ 3.-f-1*^ 0)
(Bl
0'O36 in. f^ù-uMiN/^ r^  __
Po/'f^ m / m  ■ w/k),
e c-noH ,
'^3
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FIG.III.7 Bending tests for a^2
Deflections relative to that of (9 )
PJl 'ilrNMl^ N'T
B/^ U. -
FIG*111,8 Diagrammatic view of Alignment Device*
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to a predetermined value, measuring the deflections 
of the points (l) to (9)* The loading was then 
decreased in steps to zero, the deflections of points 
(l) to (9 ) again being measured. Fig. Ill.3 
shows a typical plate under test and Figs. Ill.4. and 
III.5 give typical sets of results for 0.048 in. thick 
steel and 0 .O36 in. thick aluminium respectively, 
a full range of results being given in Appendix VIII.6. 
The slopes of the line through the experimental points 
in all cases was determined by computation via the 
method of least squares and these were subsequently 
used as shown in Chapter IV to evaluate the modulus
Ctxi. • The symmetry characteristics of the plate
\
behaviour are demonstrated in Figs. Ill.6 and 111.7» 
which give the deflections of points other than those 
used to evaluate .
Three tests were undertaken for each plate, 
and a careful examination of the results made. 
Particular care was exercised in lining up the plate 
under test and Fig, III.8 shows the arrangement for 
ascertaining that the plate was correctly positioned 
over each ball bearing support. A small spyhole 
facilitated the positioning of the support points - 
Fig. 111,2, over the top bearing plate whose underside/
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FIG. III.10 Twisting Test for CLfefe
LB\
0 - 0 ^  in. S'T'CëlL
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Deflections relative to that of (9)
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FIG.III.12 Twisting tests for
Deflections relative to that of (9 )
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underside contained an oiled recess in which the ball 
bearing could rotate. The bottom support plate had 
marked on it the position through which the point 
support given by the ball bearing had to act, and 
adjustment was made using a Cartesian system of axes 
marked on this plate. Both the bearing plates were 
made of ^/8 in. thick steel whose surfaces had been 
machined smooth and the bottom plate was fixed by 
adhesive to a solid steel frame.
The determination of : for this test a
square plate with the dimensions shown in Fig. III.9 
was used. The plate was supported on two ball 
bearing supports at opposite corners while the twisting 
load was applied at the other two corners. Fig. III.10 
shows a plate undergoing a twisting test for which the 
testing technique and the pattern marked on the plate 
and floor were identical to those used in the bend 
test for 9 measurement of deflection again being
by means of a micrometer stick. A typical set of 
results for 0,048 in. thick steel is given in 
Fig. III.11 and for O.O36 in. thick aluminium: in 
Fig. III.12, the appropriate analysis from the slope 
of these graphs being pursued in Chapter IV. The 
symmetrical nature of the test results is indicated/
ids')
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indicated by Figs. III.13 and III.l4.
As for the determination of great care
was taken when the load was changed and this was 
facilitated by clamping the plate in the deflected 
position, increasing the load and then releasing the 
clamps. As before, three tests were carried, out on 
each plate, deflection readings being taken for 
increasing and decreasing load. The full results 
of the tests are presented in Appendix VIII.6.
The determination of (Zu ; two methods were 
available for the determination of (2„ . The firsti
of these was to pursue an identical technique to 
that used for the determination of 0.%% . A 
preliminary test demonstrated this method to be 
experimentally unreliable as the rigidity of the plate 
in the direction of the corrugations was such that 
the degree of bending obtained in this direction was 
too small for consistent measurement.
To obviate this difficulty it was decided 
to test a single trough under pure bending and pursue 
a separate analysis to determine Cl„ from this test.
A typical test is shown in F i g . III.15. Under load,
the deflected form of the trough was mapped using the/
0 -0 ^ ^  in.
SO'
B O
60
FIG.III. 16 Bending tests for
0 '0 3Ù  //z.
tn, v/O
Bo ,ù&
/oo
So B o
FIG.III.I7 Bènding tests for
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the three dial gauges shown in Fig. 111,15, the 
trough being restrained in its original profile by 
the brackets equally spaced along the trough. To 
assess whether cross-section distortions occurred, 
as originally anticipated, the test was repeated 
with the brackets removed. No difference in 
behaviour was observed. Even at large deflections 
there was no evidence to suggest that the trough was 
in any way splaying. Three tests were carried out 
for each material, and profile. The analysis of 
these is considered in Chapter IV and a full range
of results is given in Appendix VIII,6, Typical1
sets of results for 0 .0^8 in, thick steel and 0 ,O36 in, 
thick aluminium are given in Figs, III.16 and III.17.
III.2. DECKING UNDER LATERAL LOAD,
The test apparatus; before building a full 
scale test apparatus for the examination of the 
behaviour of cold formed decking units under uniform 
lateral loading some preliminary tests were performed 
on single sheets 9 feet long and 2 feet wide, each 
consisting of four corrugations of the profiles shown 
in Fig. Ill.1. The sheets were bolted'to fixed end 
supports, the two 1ongitudinal edges being free and/
FIG. III.18 Loading Frame and Specimen
FIG. III. 19 Water Manometer and Inlet Valve
FIG. III.20 Dial Gauges on Travelling Beam.
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and dead loading in the form of 25 and 56 Ibf weights 
was uniformly distributed over the plate surface.
It was found that at a very low value of load 
intensity the plates exhibited local buckling at the 
supports after which the behaviour was as though 
the plates were simply supported.
Thus when the design of an apparatus to test 
multi-breadth sheet was under consideration, it was 
decided to make the loading arrangements such that 
the composite sheet was simply supported on two ends 
and completely free along the two spanwise edges.
Fig. IIl.lB shows the structure built to subject a 
deck to uniform lateral loading. Each deck was made 
up of three linked parallel corrugated plates, 9 feet 
long by 2 feet wide. Pressure was applied to the 
decking under test by means of three air vessels 
with flexible walls, each of which was connected to an 
inlet reservoir, the two outside vessels also being 
connected to a water manometer - Fig. Ill.19• The 
supported span of the multi-breadth decking tested 
was 8 feet and deflections over this span were 
measured by means of dial gauges mounted on a 
travelling beam as shown in Fig. III.20. The runway 
for the beam consisted of V-rails set into solid/
«9
solid wooden beams which ran the length of the 
test rig.
An air compressor with a delivery pressure 
of 2 0 0  Ibf/in^ was used to pressurize the vessels 
and control was effected by means of a Schrader air 
control valve on the delivery side positioned near 
the water manometer for ease of accurate control.
The end supports of the composite deck were 
mild steel flats bolted on to the decking at a span 
of 8 feet. These flats rested on a 1 in. diameter 
steel rod welded to the test frame, thus ensuring 
that the deck unit was free to rotate about the end 
supports.
Test procedure; three single deck units 
9 feet long by 2 feet wide were arranged parallel 
with edges overlapping. The mild steel flats were 
then laid across the decking at a span of 8 feet and 
holes marked through on to the smaller (tension) 
flange. The sheets were then screwed to the flats 
by means of 2 B.A. set screws, rubber and steel washers, 
¥hen the three single sheets had been fitted together 
to form a deck, lines were scribed on to the underside/
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underside of the sheet. These lines which were 
to mark the position of the required deflection 
readings were at 1 foot from the line of each
support and at the quarter and centre points of the
larger (compression) flange.
The composite unit was then turned over to 
bring the compression flange uppermost, a layer of 
heavy felt placed on top and the three air vessels 
laid on, these running longitudinally along the line 
of the troughs. The complete assembly was then 
lifted and placed into the frame, the inlet tubes 
connected to the inlet reservoir and the outlet to 
a common line to the water manometer, the vessels 
partially blown up to a position resembling that shown
in Fig. 111.18 and then the last cover plate was put
into place.
A traverse was then made with the dial 
gauges mounted on the travelling beam, zero readings 
noted and then the pressure successively increased 
in suitable increments. The pressure reading at 
which waving in the compression flange was initiated 
was noted and the structure was loaded to collapse.
Two complete tests were performed for each/
3 -JZ'- 2.
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each, material, thickness and profile, eight tests 
in all. Typical sets of results for 0,0^8 in. 
thick steel and O.O36 in. thick aluminium are shown 
in Fig. III.21 and III.22, a full range of results 
being given in Appendix VIII.6. An isometric view 
of the cylindrical surface to which each plate 
deformed is given in Figs. III.23 and 111.24,
To supplement and complete the above 
investigation, a complete strain gauge examination 
was carried out for each type of deck. Four decks 
were strain gauged using ^-inch linear 70 ohm foil 
strain gauges attached to both surfaces of the larger 
(compression) flange.
To avoid unnecessary duplication of the
labour involved in fixing some 88 gauges per channel
the decks were gauged as shown in Fig. III.25 and
Fig. III.26 for 0.048in; thick and O .036 in. thick
steel respectively, that is, one deck was used to
obtain the strain variation on the two outside
troughs of a sheet, the other used for the two inner
troughs. A map of the strain gauge layout on the
top side of single trough is given in Fig. III.27.
An identical and corresponding pattern was used on the/
»
FIG. III.28 Strain Gauge Wiring 
Aluminium Deeking.
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FIG.III.29 Diagrammatic sketch of strain gauge layout 
on the aluminium decking.
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FIG. III.30 Solartron Data Logging Equipment
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th.e underside and the two gauges covering each 
point wired in series to read direct effects only.
The aluminium alloy decks were used to 
examine the lateral strain variation across a plate. 
Pig. 111,28 shows an aluminium plate with the strain 
gauges in position and Pig. III.29 indicates the 
gauge layout on each trough. Once again the plate 
was gauged on both sides to obtain direct effects only.
The tests on the strain gauged plates were 
carried out using a test procedure similar to that 
adopted for the determination of the deflection
i
distribution. The strain readings were recorded 
using "Solartron Data Logging Equipment", This 
equipment which measured voltage changes corresponding 
to strains on a digital voltmeter and printed out 
the readings at rates up to 10 channels per second, 
is shown in Pig III.30, All the strains were 
measured at each increment of loading in the elastic 
range, the maximum load being a load just less than 
that required to initiate yield in the compression 
flange, and then unloaded in decrements to zero. Two 
complete tests were performed for each material 
thiclmess and profile, making eight tests in all, and/
and in an average test some 700 strain readings 
were noted.
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Figs. III.31, III.32, III.33 and 111.34
indicate typical results for the longitudinal strain 
6% and the lateral strain for 0 .0^8 in. thick
steel and 0 .036 in. thick aluminium respectively,
A full range of results is given in Appendix VIII.6,
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
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IV.1. THE DETERMINATION OF THE ELASTIC MODULI.
In tlie bending tests used to determine tbe 
elastic moduli and Qw, the deflections relative
to that of the central point (9 ) of all the points 
(1) to (8) for any given load were read.
Appendix VIII.6, however, presents only those 
actually used to derive the values of the moduli, 
other deflection readings used to demonstrate symmetry 
being excluded as they are wholly repetitious. Each 
of the graphs Fig. VIII.8 to Fig, VIII.13 shows the 
experimentally measured values as points and the 
solid!line represents that calculated from the 
experimental points by the method of least squares.
The calculation of (X^ 2 is carried out in  ^
detail in Appendix VIII.4 and the method can be 
summarised as follows for a 0.048 in. thick steel 
plate, the behaviour of which in this test is 
typified by Fig. III.4.
From equation (ll.3.2) and considering the 
loading arrangement described in Chapter III the 
modulus CLx-l is given by
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where uT is the average deflection of the points
(l) and (5 ) for increasing values of load P
From Fig. Ill.4 the average value of 
is 11,855 Ihf/in. and from Fig. Ill,2 y - 6 in,
A complete range of values is given in Table IV.1.
As a general statement it can be said that 
the stiffer the plate the more consistent is the 
test for . The bending tests for the aluminium
plates were in fact performed many times to obtain 
consistency, this being necessitated by the difficulty 
experienced in keeping the plates stable on the ball 
bearings. However, it can be concluded that the 
test was satisfactory and did give results which 
repeated to within 2^ of the mean.
In the twisting tests for the main 
difficulty lay in making sure that the specimen was at 
all times level. As for the test for <2^?. the 
deflections of points other than those actually used 
to derive the modulus were examined to check that the 
measured values of deflections were consistent and/
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and obtained when the plate was in a stable position.
The calculation of Ow» is carried out in 
detail in Appendix VIII,4 but 0,048 in. thick 
steel can be summarised as:
The co-ordinate system usec^ is that given 
in Fig. III. 9 where the points ( 2 ) , \'<) , (6) and (8 )
have the co-ordinates (-x, y ) , (x, y) , (x, -y) and
(-X, -y) respectively.
From equation (II.3.2)
CXtûh - 4
where is the mean of the deflections of the points
(2 ), (4), (6) and (8) with respect to (9 ) for an
increment of loading P ,
From Fig. III.11 for 0.048 in. thick steel
P
= 16,016 Ibf/in,
• ’* 6?fa6 = 3 3 V >  24- X //^J.
A complete range of values is given in Table IV.1,
In this series of tests, the maximum 
variation from the mean was again of the order of 2^.
The use of ball bearings to simulate point/
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point support in both, the above tests proved highly 
satisfactory as did the use of the micrometer stick 
to measure deflections from a fixed datum on the floor.
For the determination of the tests 
involved the mapping of the deflected form of a single 
trough bending under constant moment. The value 
of deflection was read at selected points along the 
trough length firstly to obtain a contour and 
secondly to permit the determination of relative 
deflections and so minimize the effect of any movement 
at the supports. In Appendix VIII,4 the calculation 
of thé modulus Ci,* is carried out in full, assuming 
that the anticlastic deformation is negligible. That 
this is tenable is shown in Appendix VIII.3 where the 
magnitude of the distortion to an anticlastic surface 
of an ortho-tropic plate bent by a constant moment is 
demonstrated to be negligible for the stiffness values 
of the plates considered in this thesis. In 
consequence the constants are evaluated from the values 
of deflection along the central line of a beam. This 
can be- summarised as follows, a complete analysis 
being given in Appendix VIII.4.
Considering a beam bending under a pure moment/
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moment Al.
2  ur
and At -
where is the deflection relative to the centre
of the beam of two points on the centre line of the 
beam a distance -2 J apart. P  is the load applied 
and is considered to be acting at a distance %  from 
the supports - Fig. 111.15.
From Pig. III.16 for 0.048 in. thick steel the 
average value of i^ /uP) is ( j/6.42162 ) Ibf/in, and 
d = 24 in,
1
Therefore from equation (ll,3.3):
um = - c?'2/B2.7 //ly/y.
A full range of results is given in Table IV,1.
As before, the maximum variation from the mean of a 
series of tests was of the order of 2^,
It is appropriate at this point to state 
the relevant effects that were noted during the 
performance of the tests for CLu , As has already 
been stated, the single troughs when bent with the 
brackets removed exhibited no splaying at any section 
along the test length. Nor was there any difference/
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difference between the deflected form on the 
compression flange of the trough, and that along the 
trough .lip* At all points throughout the loading 
range the deflected form was that of a shallow circular 
arc and attempts to detect a variation of deflection 
across the trough revealed a complete absence of any 
such effect. This substantiates the assumption that 
' (X%\ . A full discussion on the background
relevant to this assumption is given in Appendix VIII,3.
IV. 2. THE BEIlAVIOm OF DECKING-.
 ^ The testing and examination of the behaviour 
under lateral loading of large scale decking units 
of the dimensions used in the tests described in 
Chapter III constitute many problems, not the least 
of which is the simulation of a uniformly distributed 
load. The method described in Chapter III provides 
an excellent method of testing and control. With 
the use of a high pressure air source, an air control 
valve, a small degree of constant leakage from the 
system and a water manometer fitted on the low pressure 
side of the system the loading can be kept constant to 
dz l/l6 in. of head of water which corresponds to 
a pressure fluctuation of + 0.00225 Ibf/in^ .
1 0 1
The deflection readings were taken with one 
and two inch travel dial gauges calibrated to read 
in divisions of O.OOO5 iu. In the graphs of 
Fig, 111,21 and Fig, 111.22 the points shown represent 
the average value of several tests^ this averaging 
process being carried out to eliminate local 
fluctuations in the level of the travelling beam.
Great care was taken to ensure that there was no 
movement of the travelling beam during the reading of 
the dial gauges, the averaging process being used to 
take care of small discrepancies. The solid and 
broken lines represent the theoretical deflected forms 
computed from equation (ll.5 * 12) the constants 
etc, having been calculated from equations (11,5 *l4). 
The solid line represents the theoretical deflected 
form computed on the basis of a continuous plate, i.e. 
the aspect ratio while the broken line
represents that computed on the consideration of the 
plate as a series of linked beams each with aspect 
ratio (P'/b) = 16. The difference between the two 
theories in all cases is not more than 4^, i.e. for 
the stiffness ratios and loading conditions obtaining 
the decks may be reasonably considered on the basis of 
a linlced beam concept. Good agreement is sho'sm, the/
1 0 2
the deviation.at the top of the loading range being 
due to the initiation of elastic buckling.
Deflection readings were taken from all the 
troughs across the total width of 6 feet and for all the 
complete troughs there was no detectable difference 
in the deflected form, which agrees with the 
theoretical prediction of uniform deflection across the 
plate. Figs. Ill.23 and 111.24 indicate the 
cylindrical surface to which the plates deform, the 
values shown being a complete justification of the sine
transform for the longitudinal deflected form,
1
Typical results of the strain investigations 
are given in Figs. Ill.31 to Fig. 111.34.
For the variation of éx the strain in
the longitudinal direction, the agreement between the 
experimental and theoretical is good. However, as 
the loading approaches that corresponding to the limit 
stress of the material there is a tendency for the 
experimental values of <£< to be greater than those 
predicted theoretically from the second derivative with 
respect to PC of equation (II.5 .12). Figs. Ill.31 
and 11.32 show the strain values for two sections/
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sections along a typical trough of the steel decks.
It is to be noted that a comparison of corresponding 
strain values in troughs forming the one deck do not 
show a significant variation in the values of ^  
and . It can be concluded from this that the
overlapping arrangements in the steel decks provided 
an adequate support and in effect provided a support 
for the compression flange equivalent to that of a 
continuous section. Further, the results again 
demonstrate the validity of the lixil-ced beam approach.
This was not the case for the aluminium 
decking, however, and Figs. III.33 show the variation 
of the longitudinal strain in the 0.036 -in. thick
aluminium alloy decks. For the troughs C and D 
(Fig. III.29) the values of agree with those
theoretically predicted, the theoretical prediction on 
the basis of a plate as against that of a beam being 
some 3,ofo higher. For the troughs A and B indicated 
by the gauges 4, 2/6 and l4, 12/16 respectively 
the longitudinal strain drops to a value averaging 
91^ and 73^ of the theoretical prediction. This can 
be attributed solely to the overlapping support 
condition at the end of the flange A, which, it appears/
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appears, did not give tlie required continuity to 
the plate.
As explained in Appendix VIII.5 » the 
theoretical evaluation of the lateral strain set a 
number of problems which did mean laborious 
computational work for which the Ferranti Sirius 
computer was not suitable. In order to carry out the 
calculation of the transverse strain in a quick and 
effective manner, the following technique was used.
Considering each plate as a series of beams 
(i.e . (^6) = l6) the deflected form across the 
trough was computed. On plotting the values obtained, 
it was found that they gave to a remarkable accuracy 
the form of a circular arc. This arc is plotted"in 
Fig. IV.1 for 0.048 in. thick steel and in Appendix 
VIII.6 for each of the four types of deck considered.
For all points across a beam, therefore, the 
theoretical deflection Sur relative to the central 
point of the trough was known and thus the radius of 
curvature of the corresponding circular arc calculated. 
Using the customary assumption that  ^  ^ in the
transverse direction, the transverse strain can be 
predicted.
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This was the method used to compute the 
theoretical strain distribution indicated by the 
solid lines in Figs. Ill.32 and 111,34.
Figs. 111.32 give the lateral strain 
distribution for a trough of 0.048 in. thick steel 
decking at two sections along the plate length CL 
The first point about the experimental values is that 
they indicate that the values of lateral strain 
across a typical trough is almost constant for a given 
value of loading and that the variation is linear.
This is in complete agreement with the deflected for, 
of a circular arc obtained theoretically. Such 
variation as does obtain is consistent with Fig, IV.1 
namely, the strain values away from the compression 
flange centre correspond with greater accuracy to those 
obtained from the circular arc concept, This effect 
is small and can only be observed over a large number 
of readings.
Figs. 111.34 display the variation of the 
lateral strain for the O.O36 in. thick aluminium
decks. As with the readings of longitudinal strain 
there is a lower value in the flange A, in this 
case gauges 0 and 1 gave values of which were/
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were 65^ of th.e theoretical for 0.048 in. thiolc 
aluminium. An interesting point is that the strain 
readings on the flange B were not diminished
to quite the same extent as those of ^  the reason 
probably being that the edges of the flange B provide 
more adequate support for lateral variation than for 
longitudinal variation whatever the support 
conditions of the flange A.
A basic assumption of the theoretical 
treatment is that of the linearity of the orthotropic 
plate material. It is notable that the specimens 
of orihotropic plate manufactured from cold formed 
aluminium sheet - a material which is non linear in 
the elastic•range - do in fact exhibit this linearity 
in both the tests for the determination of the 
elastic moduli and those investigating the plate 
behaviour under lateral loading.
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CHAPTER V
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
108
The preceding chapters of this thesis 
have been concerned with the determination of the 
elastic behaviour of decking under uniform lateral 
loading utilising orthotropic plate analysis. This 
analysis has shown that decks with the stiffness 
ratios of the order considered may, for the above 
stated loading conditions, be considered as a series 
of linked beams. Thus, when the problem of 
designing such decks is faced, a beam analysis can 
be considered to be appropriate. The purpose of 
this chapter is to demonstrate that the effective 
width concept as laid out Addendum No. 1 (1961) to 
B.S. 4 4 9, 1939? "The Use of Structural Steel in
Building" is appropriate to the prediction of the uniform 
transverse loading for deck units manufactured from 
cold formed light gauge metal.
The compression flange of a thin walled beam 
bent in a plane perpendicular to the flange can be 
considered as subjected to a uniform compressirve 
stress and behaves in substantially the same manner 
as the* plate element of a uniformly compressed strut.
Such an element may fail due to local buckling at a 
stress below the yield or proof stress of the material.
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V.l. THE MAXIMUM STRENGTH OF COMPRESSED 
PLATES IN LOCAL BUCKLING-.
Tlie critical longitudinal compressive stress 
which initiates local elastic budding in concentrically 
loaded flat plates, or struts of thin walled section 
consisting of flat plate elements is given by
lit
Oc = (v.l.l)
/zf/— 16/
in which S  is the Young* s Modulus, is the
Poisson’s Ratio, is the width of the plate,
~C is the wall thickness and K  is a numerical 
constant depending primarily on the longitudinal edge 
support conditions of the plate element.
Values of /<" have been obtained by a number 
of investigators ~ STO¥ELL, HEIMERL, LIBOVE and 
LUNDQUIST (1952')» CHILVER (l951, 1953 (a) ) and 
HARVEY’(1953) - for a variety of edge support 
conditions.
Initial elastic buckling does not imply 
complete collapse, and it has been shown - 
CHILVER (1953 (h) ) - that, the average compressive 
stress at maximum load carrying capacity, , may
be considerably greater than <Jc . The relevant/
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relevant parameters are and ) where
cTy is the yield or proof stress of the material.
CHILVER (1953 (h) ) has demonstrated that
it is convenient to define Om in the form
. /f/TdTT
cn; Vi 2) (v.l.2)
The coefficient A" is determined by experiment and
values for both steel and aluminium alloy have been 
obtained by Harvey and Chilver from tests on struts of 
these materials, The values of ^  define the average 
strength in compression and a conservative value of 
for both steel and aluminium alloy was given by 
ICENEDI, CHILVER, GRIEEIN and SHEARER SMITH (1960) as
ÇZ (v.l.3)
The plate components considered herein are 
the compression flanges of the decking units 
described in Chapter III and it is considered that in 
this case each plate component is adequately supported 
along the longitudinal edges. A value of ^  = 4
is taken corresponding to a plate simply supported 
along both edges. can now be obtained from
equations (V.l.l) and (V .1.3) by incorporating the/
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the appropriate material constants. The Om values 
can be written in the form of "local plate stress 
factors" where Cu - ) and these are
shown in Fig. V.l.
V.2. THE EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF 
THF CRITICAL LOAD.
A series of strut tests were carried out to 
investigate the validity of equation (v.1.3) for the 
compression flange width to thickness ratios of 
typical deck sections. The cross-sections of the 
struts tested are shown in Fig. V.2, and to ensure local 
buckling the overall length was limited to l8 in. 
Specimen thiclcnesses were 0,036 in. and 0.048 in. and 
the materials were those described in Chapter III for 
the large scale decking tests.
The ends of the strut were simply supported 
and lateral deflections of the flange were recorded 
using dial gauges as shoim in Fig. V.3* The 
behaviour of a typical specimen as the load increased 
is shown in Fig. V .4.
An experimental critical load was obtained 
from a plot of compressive load against lateral/
N
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FIG.V.6 Compression tests on mild steel and 
aluminium alloy struts.
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lateral deflection of tiie flange plate , A 
typical plot is shown in Fig. V.5 for two of the 
steel specimens. The critical load was taken at 
the point of intersection of a tangent to the curve 
through the point of inflection and a straight line 
through the pre-critical part of the curve. A 
full range of results is given in Appendix VIII.6, 
Figs. VIII.28 to VIII.35.
The values were derived from the
experimental maximum load carried by the specimen.
The values of CT^ the yield stress and 0.1^ proof 
stress for steel and aluminium alloy respectively 
were determined by cutting specimens from the failed 
component and using electrical resistance strain 
gauges to determine the values of ^  and cr^
For the specimens used for the series of tests, there 
was some variation in the values obtained for the 
material characteristics and wherever necessary the 
individual values obtained from each tensile test 
were used in the analysis of experimental work.
The experimental results are compared with 
equation (V.1.3) iu Fig. V.6. This shows that 
equation V.1.3 gives a conservative estimate of /
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for the steel and aluminium alloy struts tested.
V.3. THE PREDICTION OF THE COLLAPSE LOAD 
FOR DECKING,
The critical compressive stress which 
initiates elastic buckling is that given by Oc 
in equation (v.l.l). IVhen the compressive stress 
reaches a certain average value of Om > Oc the 
compression flange ceases to take any further load.
This, however, does not imply collapse of the beam 
which will not take place until the tension flange 
reaches the yield stress the whole beam failing in
a manner similar to the concept of "plastic” failure.
On this simplified basis the limitation of the 
compression flange stress to is equivalent to
i •
assuming that certain regions of the compression 
flange have become "ineffective" and that the operative 
effective width is given by
ife - Z55i.'l . Cc. b (V.3 .1 )
I <T^ J
Failure of the beam as a whole is then 
assumed to take place in a "plastic" manner, the 
stress distribution at failure on the reduced section 
being of the fully plastic type.
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As has been mentioned in Chapter III, the 
deflection tests of the full scale decking units were 
taken to collapse of the deck. Considering the 
deck as a series of single troughs and using the 
methods outlined in the above analysis the loads to 
initiate elastic buckling and to cause collapse can 
be calculated as indicated in Appendix VIII,6 and 
the theoretical collapse loads are included in Table
V.l. As can be seen from these, very good agreement 
was obtained between the theoretical and experimental 
collapse loads. This indicates that the concepts 
put forward form a rational basis for the design 
assessment of the ultimate load carrying capacity of 
corrugated decking.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1 X 6
VI.1. THE ORTHOTROPIC PLATE EQUATION.
From a survey of the literature on 
orthotropic plate behaviour it is clear that previous 
theoretical work on engineering problems concentrated 
on those cases where the roots of the characteristic 
equation were real. Alternatively, the problems 
studied were such that a radical assumption could 
be made from the physical nature of the structure 
or plate system under consideration. This 
assumption usually took the form of considering the 
plate system to be that of a series of connected plate 
strips or beams. Furthermore, much work must be 
considered to- be of very restricted applicability 
owing to the nature of the assumed deflected forms.
In the present work the effect of the 
variation of the stiffness ratios and
has been clearly demonstrated and the distribution 
of deflection, moment intensity and shear force 
intensity throughout orthotropic plates under given 
loading and boundary conditions indicated. An 
important point that has been confirmed is that for 
the purpose of the consideration of an orthotropic 
plate as a series of beams, no theoretical prediction/
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prediction of a change-over range can he deduced from 
orthotropic plate theory. However, it is noted 
that the distribution of the end reaction R k and 
the moment intensities and M t h r o u g h o u t  a plate
indicate that for the determination of deflections 
and strains in the plate ~ 10 provides a
boundary line. For plates whose ratio of stiffnesses 
/O , any calculations carried out would 
need to be on the basis of plate behaviour. For 
plates therefore where ^ (o the behaviour of
the complete plate may be readily estimated by the 
calculation of that of a typical beam or strip.
With regard to the computation of quantities 
such as the longitudinal distribution of deflection, 
the longitudinal strain and the longitudinal
variation of moment intensity, sufficient accuracy 
for engineering purposes can be obtained by considering 
only the first term ( m  - f ) of the appropriate 
infinite series - this applies for all values of the 
ratio . For the lateral variation of
deflection etc. the use of the Levy Method and 
consequent transform means that while qualitatively the 
theoretical distributions are correct, an accurate/
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accurate quantitative assessment can only be made 
by considering at least the first two terms ( 3 )
of the theoretical series. This is particularly 
true of the series for the lateral strain as the
problem of "front end cancellation" which is explained 
in Appendis VIII.5 is met, and means refined and 
laborious computation. This does not in any way 
detract from the method as the convergence after two 
terms is good, while that after three terms ( m  ^ "S, fT )
is more than adequate for engineering purposes.
VI.2. THE APPLICATION OF ORTHOTROPIC PLATE
THEORY TO DECKING.
One of the basic assumptions of the 
theoretical treatment delineated in this thesis is 
the "small deflection" limitation. Consequently 
any examination of orthotropic plates which derive 
their orthotropy from their corrugated form poses 
the problem of a definition of this limitation. For 
the decking units considered, the overall depth of 
which was 2-J- in. and the unformed sheet thickness a 
maximum of 0.048 in., it is manifest that a simple 
criterion of behaviour defined in terms of a plate 
thickness, real or equivalent, raises as many problems 
as it answers. From the experimental work and the/
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the correspondence between it and the theoretical, 
the limitation to the theory emerges as that value 
of transverse loading which initiates a stress 
equal to that to initiate local elastic buckling in 
the compression flange of the formed corrugated deck. 
This limiting stress defines the range of applicability 
of orthotropic plate theory to the form of decking 
considered, the behaviour of decks made from both 
steel and aluminium alloy being linear up to this 
stress value.
From the correspondence between theory and 
experiment, in particular that between the values 
of lateral strain 6-^ , it can be concluded that,.^  the
determination of the plate constants by simple 
bending and twisting tests is satisfactory as this 
strain is particularly sensitive to variations
in the constants Pa-i and . Also, as demonstrated
in Appendix VIII.3, the relationship vL/ » 
does hold for corrugated decking, where v^/t. is the 
value of the Poisson’s Ratio for the unformed plate 
material. The determination of the modulus Ct,, and 
subsequently the stiffness by the bending of a
strip of material has been justified for the stiffness/
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stiffness ratios involved and the analysis carried 
out in Appendix VIII.3 shows the utility of this 
form of test.
VI.3. THE DESIGN OF DECKING.
The design method put forward is based on 
the assessment of the behaviour of a typical beam.
The vindication of this assumption has been stated 
in VI.1 for the stiffness ratios considered herein, 
and the excellent agreement between the theoretical 
and experimental collapse loads confirm the "effective 
width" concept as a rational basis for design.
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CHAPTER VIII
APPENDICES.
1 3 4
VIII■1 . THE PLATE COMPATIBILITY EQUATION.
The expression for the potential energy of 
bending of an orthotropic plate is given in equation 
(11.4 .1 ) as;
1 i \  T  J x  citj (VIII .1 .1 )
In section II.4 the variation of the first 
term is set out, the variations of the
remaining terms are as follows:
jl
e 2J^2rr Y \ / è^ \^f j6u>\ _ . c ^ £ u >  1  Jx dll
/ / [ O x l  ()y^yL J d y  I 'àx ‘^ /1 0 ' ^  J
-  z D / z  ( T f  d  / Y  èSià \ ^  ^  f ÿu> . i^ù-\ -H ‘. 5 i p -
JJ L^ L ( ) v ^ A  J x  V  3 x (
f ^  /^ V  Y  ^  I dir .
dy I dx A ldx9y *
dx dij
using the relationships
Js
( V I I I . 1 . 2 )
^  z j  sii^ p
ds
■ ^ X
V Y
(a)
dn
FIG.VIII.1
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JJ
X T?f2-f[2. ^u> .c& (Ay 4- %^/Z r
il
 ^)^k> . _  ^ UX . ^to~| (£>*>p
<è\j^ '^7L ?^(c)ij^ J '
Js
(YIII.1.3)
~h 2 P/î, r r 1 il ^ /î s
J / O x ^  ()y J
examine tlie term : Zi^ izCf ^ u> . 1 Cc>sjS<ls
JL J x  j /
Transform in the x-direction as indicated in 
Fig. VIII.1 (a)
èSu)' - > (oi G — è<Sur. f/n S
làx èn ' ès
(VIII.1.4)
)l èx i /
>  ^P/-2, r .^ SiaX. Ja _ 2%^ z T'^ V^ . /cgjg.g'/*n 5
i ()y ^ J  .. / Al. ^  * f  ! S f
(VIII.1.5)
>. 2p/)x r ( )^V. d J 4- 2 2^2. fJ Zd^ , f/h R <<s»'R
J  ;) j 3 s  ^ ( ) y ^  /  /  -/
/s — 2 P/2 I j k)-
As the integration is over the closed boundary of the 
plate the last term of the above is zero.
' Examine the term: ZD,i.\Y è^ty> . ASu>- 1 s/n Js
J L  è x ^  J  /
Transform in the y-direction as indicated in
Fig. VIII.l(b)
èStiT . • Cl n R ■+ àéiQ- . Coi Ji (VIII.1.6)
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XP/i r
- 2P/2. f0^. On *)s. Js J. Zd/zf<^  ^-C/^ i^ p" Js
/ Ok
(VIII.1.7)
- zP/ifè^O'. èSu>.J$ -25z r J . On
J è-x^ / 6 \ ‘J c^ V ob:^ / "/
4- 2D,2 I $/Xys J3 6 'ujj
The last term of (VIII.1.7) Is zero as the integration
is over the closed boundary of the plate.
. . Inserting equations (VIII.1 ,5) and
(VIII.1 .7 ) into equation (VIII.1.3) the variation is 
obtaii^ed as:
<5.*2 j)/z[Tè^ . . dxju
Jj
- ^  ^PxlT èV . A 4- . W  k ] ds- <6w-
(VIII,1.8)
^ P/z r 'I r __ 1 f/Z C /sisfS
JjIL 7::^  7PJ / /
2P)z 4- J U". 'è.
■SP- M
The variation of the third term in equation (vill.l.l) 
is found as follows: '
6jJ"  ^() k> j Jy </ij
2 2iiz ff , Jx <y<j
JJ
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r Z J ) 7.:t |Tr __ . â£hrl <=^xcfu
JJ l \ J 0  d ‘j -1
- 2XVi- [T F ^  / è^ v . \ ^ 4- . (5*tO‘ 1 dx du
•V [ (, 0^y% di\ y dy ' ds^r
Using the relationships (Vlïi.1.2)
SjJ ^2-2. ^ è^ u> ^  d% c/tj
Transforming in the y-direction as indicated in 
equation (VIII.1.6)
_ 2 Z>3,% ff ^UX . <Sk>. dx c/kJi 5^  ^
4- 2 j > z z ^ d^6k> ■ T/dy? 4-è6‘ur. S'/dys Js
d s  • J
where: 2 % z  ( ,è6u> , f/ps S ?/n ï3 <is
J ^
c 2 Dz% j ^  kA . yj ( os^ <6k) J 2 j" d ^ , ifnjS 6kO • d^
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Th.© first term of the above is zero as the integration 
is over the closed, boundary of the plate ,
Z  Lh.1. ff <lu +  2.L^x. f è^u> . ■ è 6 k >  . d s
// j Ovj^ dh
- 2  ^ ysj <6k). ds
(VIII.1.9)
The variation of the fourth term in equation (VIII.1.1) 
is found as follows:
Sjj 4j)è6 ^ ^  dx c/i^
= ^ X ^ Dk>ff f \ du '
- 4Pt,(.fff-^  / J V  \Jè&^\-I A V  V  dxdi. (Vlll.l.lOa)
Y- 4j^ffj ê fd k> \/j^ kA ^  \ /J//<^4 JxJ J[ ^;c y dx dx ci.1 (VIII.1.10b)
Examine the term (VIII.1.10a) which can be expressed as;
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which on transforming via the relationships (VIII.1.2) 
becomes
(VIII.l.ll)
— d-Péé. ( d^ LuT . 6"w . fin g'.Js
J ^
Considering the second term of (vill.l.ll) and 
transforming in the y-direction as in Fig. VIII.l(b).
/. 4-Dh&^  ^d^V ^iPSyg ds
a 4^6 f AdiV , yg 4- d6uA~. J'osjg <ds
* 4pi)i, f . C/M B CofB ' O^tcT, ds -/■ ! d^kl. fo^B'
/ Ox dll / / d h
I R. <Sk> \
I STX / I
—  ^ r 6u> *ds,
y di ( d?{d'| d/
where the term j d\y _ /"(?s ^  | is zero as the
integration is around the closed boundary of the plate.
Therefore (VIII,1.10a) can be expressed as;
4“ Dy/f ff è^ kJ“ . . c/?/ dk — 4j)f^ f . <SuJ. S/M Rdf,
JJ  ^ I /
(VIII.1.12)
■4 4Hi fà^ kx . On R ££>%2 è<Sux,ds — 6i<> ,ds
/ / TT J ds C êxêu / yèxc)ij 1
i4o
In a similar manner (VIII.1.10b) can be shown to be:
. dx c/m — r S ds
J J  J è x d c ^ ^  y
(VIII.1 .13)
,0/hS^OSS .ds 4 4-PU
uxdk y /
/^cO~ / () ^V" . S/n^ B \ (9fJ . a(f
J  d 6  ( d x o ^ k  /  yèxdy  ^ dK y ^ c)»j
Adding equations (VIII.1.12) and (VIII.l.13) gives the
variation of the fourth term to be:
dxdy
4 %  y 2 /7iV_ ^6 ià. Jx du
4 2 r d . C//I ^  S d6kJ~~. ds 
y èxOy y / Ok
4 J ^  j c9u;. ds
“ fr , c&f%^ • C/*i'ysT] 6*uJ • dsJi dxjij-î- y ■ y J
(viïi.1 .14)
Thus the equations (VIII.1.8), (VIII.1.9) and
(VIII.1.l4) together with equation (II.4.3) give the 
variation of the potential energy of bending of an 
orthotropic plate, the plate compatibility equation 
being derived as indicated in Section II.4
l4l
VIII.2. SOLUTION OF THE PLATE EQUATION.
The orthotropic*• plate equation for a 
rectangular plate under a uniformly distributed load 
can be stated in Cartesian co-ordinates a's ;
4  ^  ^o ( VIII. 2 .1 )
As shown in Chapter II the solution of 
(VIII.2 .1 ) for the deflection ^  can be considered 
in the form:
V - -  V ,  +  u / i .  ( V I I I . 2 . 2 )
wherei
id*/ a ■ 4 '
4
2-5 > -U - 5/d w77~^
00
k K  1 \  V
Z _  ~
/M 5 1^3 » ^ ^
and the characteristic equation obtained for 
namely
/ÈID1’41^  + ^  /îürf'îi - o (viii.2.3)
, dy4 idkz, / dkj"*- ( ^ /
The roots of this equation are :
^  = 4- nilT / f D&3 *+ y 1^ 3 -2d/ "2^ 1 y ^
 _______ , , (VIII.2 .4)
^ + IW// J  Ç %2. — / ”■
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There are two possible cases consistent with
the actual values of fPn etc . to be considered,
1. All Roots Real; ^ IDzy____
The form of is given by;
~ (ask ^  fink 4 /T 4 iJk
and the deflected form uX in equation (VIII,2,l) is
given by:
^  foiÀdi^  -t ^  VIII. 2 . s 1
jXii 2- 4 i. ^/wTT^ ' Q.
M  s  ‘,5,--
From the equations (ll.4.1l) and (11.4.12) 
the boundary conditions on the free edges y~= 0 and 
y = b are
"2^2. 4 %% djU = o
%4i. 2^ 2 -^Ditù - p
dtj ^
(VIII.2.6)
Therefore performing'the appropriate 
differentiation on equation (VIII.2 .5) the following 
conditions are obtained.
(a) On y = 0
'3)2 ■/ 2^5. ta. o
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-- 4P'-z. 
(Mrry <^'*"
(VIII.2.7)■ '•  i_jf
d V  f /Z3z 'f4p6d) d V
3dîi d^ k/~ .f / Z3z "/ 4^ 2^ *) «. o
dy ^ dx^ Jy
'■•  ^ ■*4T>u)(X8'^  4(/.Uf)[j!^f =0
' -%7 C ^ T  - 4-TU { ^ f ]  ^ (/ 7XlU,}4^-D,xf^T~4V4^fl
■ -  ' ■ ^ < S m / ^ - < g )  +j/7}n/'£-é) =o
where . /? = (^ '^ /iC}^
= CP 
(VIII.2.8)
5z d^ 0~ ^  z. O
dy^
4/d >^5?
4
( c ) On y = b 
. '■ -P/z ^  ^^ Jûdyi^<i*\ky 6 jf^ tûsLifL -/2^ f j
4 3^ 1 ^ 4 ÇJ 8^ C / > 7 = O
4 d^ [Thz}/^  -DrL[ VmlPt-lf ^ - Pft/^ ’7 ^
d 4 ^ ^  4//]^  ^ 4 ff .<$/vp$y^ y -4pj^ ,£fi/Jx)fk ^  (VIII 2 9 )
(d) On y = b
B.%. è^ k> yPz -f P^6S) % O
c9y5 èx^ èy
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'. Z^z inkyl> 4 y  ^  4^ /^^  Sidk^ k Xûikl^ L J
-(fpa44vd^^ " Ÿ Ï o^sLyL -^ 4^[ 5/«Xy4 4^ %^ ^o$ki/C] -o
. %z x ’^-CVa-c4V6i')[^f'\ V ^ aOif^’']
/Pa -I- 4jh6^^^^'‘J cof/y^ ~o
' - ' ' ^  /T"*^ ) S/okç^ I, 4^ /^n (^"^yosÀ
(VIII.2.10)
■*■ (<S-^ ) $/n% {^ ~^ ') ^ osk </l> ~ O
From (VIII.2.7) and (VIII.2.8)
A^i : "^%i and 15
6
>» - ç(8 ^ /A--g)
6 <5- (2)
Substitute for 6T^  and , into (VIII.1.9)
• P2m, yè> 4 fink ^ L
(VIII.2,11)
j • 6 /^>4- / 6 /'ûski^ k — y /Sn çy " 5*4//iX y6
 ^ 6  ^ u Câ-p\ -
Now examine the identity: d^" ^  % <S
z^ — (/7'4‘S') — CP
■ • <5
^ f^fPTŸ^Z (Vfz-*-2.1u) 
4 P66 ^  /^ TT^  ^ = /?
i.e. the identity is correct.
1^5
Substitute for in equation
(VIII.1,11)
ctrik^ L — y^ —^ 1^.6 Unk^L "
Hence
: yy-pÇ>-(e>d. (fb)- & . / ç!l>- /"p ji4( (/Î) ( VIII. 2.12)
'^ y-'^ fcoü. c^i- (0 sl ÿi)
Substitute into equation (VIII.2.10) 6^ , from equation 
( VIII .2 .7 ) , from equation ( VIII .2.8) and from
equation (VIII.2.12) to obtain;
* -
from which /Sn is found as
k-f) - y-JP f//}k ifk ffe^ slyé-fYS 
( ^  S(hk fk - o^slj^ k’- i)
Substitution for Sk into (VIII.2.12), (VIII.2.7)
and (VIII.2.8) gives the following expressions for
the constants etc.
 ^ $fnk^ L 4 -Cûik<^ Lo>flçkl)\
i 4 y-^) f^7k (fk "  ^('û$L yk CoU^k -/)
l46
r,M F I f/nk <j/L idLfh [! - ml<^ k-fc&$l(fk -Cos/j^ L t'oU^ L)'\
ifnk^k Ohkifk — [(ùfLyk wj]
(VIII.2.13)
z FfkS [ f/nJj Oâ$k^k-l^\
Sidk^L (ml^Lc£>$lfL’'iŸ)
Thus for the case when 7 %' %.2 the
deflected form defined by equation (VIII,2 .3 ) can be 
computed for a series of uniform loads
2. All Roots Complex < l)„ IZLz
The form of Xi\ Is given by:
' _
where
B a /wTn 7^7
 ^ PtZ
% 7^ 42ir\ \/%
The deflected form uX in equation (VIII.2 .l) 
is given by;
kr-_
(VIII.2.14)
Using the boundary conditions given by 
equations (VIII.2.6) the following are obtained:
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( a ) On y = 0
-  pf7~ 1^/77 77^ ^ 1^  d' 4 J 4 4 2 ^ =. o
Æ  [ -2z/^f 7 -i-TX-2.&^.l>x.% ~- 4V>x.
‘- (a y .1 > «
H,- f  d)m - ^  ' X (VIII.2.15)
(b) On y = 0 , Pz-z djd 4 ( P i i =. o
c)y^ èx^ èy
—  fl>a- ■>■ 4X>i6)[8^ .J +C^.p](_-^) = O
D>3.C&^ -^ 2> ■)- 4Ilt,)^  ~ y  - 2J>a. 2  ^J = O
■ '■ f-/k ->-Z2l2..é>^'J ~2A^ÿ1 =^ (? (VIII.2.16)
( c ) On y = b  ^ 23z -*- è^ k>- ;% o
>'• 5i j" €olh&^ cofj^ k 4 ^  &b ffk’pb 4 7%, finLph 6
^ 4%, Sin'll ]
4-2&^^ 6^ ftn'i&b CpS"^ b -/% f//,% pb od^ /> 4 CûfkpL 
— (MTryf f y. coskpb Cûs^ b 4 ^  {’é^ i/jak ^
 ^ iChd)^
l48
jQ^  ^ ~ J  ob i  J 4  3 ^ ^  Jû^kpb ftnj^ b 4- JftnX &h Xf'S^  6 J
4 Cin ffmL &b ^ - J Co%L&b ^f^'^b~\
^ n ^ l f s i n l & b f ^ n i b x  y û M r û s j b f j  ^  f  (VIII.2.17)
( d) On y = b .5^ i ^ {Dtz 4 4]>u) è^ uX  ^o
èx^ èy
..' r 3^ 2 f9'^ -''0 r foskûbifnj^b 4ÛfdL ûb^ p^ jJ>) 4 f^^^oi/}0b^ofyb 4 9unl&l ftnj^  ^ 
C, f//,%&b ÿ'/dj 4 eh^ofjL) 4' HtfpFlp b ^ ûx%b 4Û^û$hb s/Jtj l)^
42&
7 f^n /“ J b ~~ Û c&il^ b 6j 4'8m ("J ffd^ bfih'^ b 49f^U&b ^
 ^ L '^finf'-'^ioik&bf'a'^b ~ Û^knLpbftn'^b^ xfJoff'J^ Csisk&b^ n^'^ b X Û f M
*• /jRz 4^ A)y   ^ j  TÆ ( 9sdLp bcofj^b  ^^ ) xS ^ l^ fd k  0 b 5/d^  i) '*'p1p$I&b
[4 fn  [âfûihôb m -^b - ^  i s/d^ 0 42>«,[ûr&üipb x p d lû b
. fmL^bfP^yb-J^C^fk^b ^[j.0n l{9b  f^syb 4'9^fpsk&b 9/*i^b') J
4 ^ [  /%)$/ 9  bfP^yb 4 Û <//?% 9 i  i  M y  b) 5//?Xp b ^/d ^6-6) t od  9  b / c p s y b ) ]
73% y /•'•'^ y^  /d),)/&b C9iyb “J P6 ^ûslob^osy b 4 G sdk0b iM y b) ]
4ZL,[ (p^[yift\L&bco%yb 4 9 foUpb 5/d^ j^ - (^•j^coJ\9b ifn'j^b -'Pf(nL&b d9 j^ 4)]
•=^ O (VIII.2.18)
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From equations (VIII.2.15) and (VIII.2.16)
- y ~
C„. M  
N
Substitute the above into equation (VIII.2.17) to 
obtain
Ct^  flnkpb ^
4 %  f/nk&b 4 ~l
z F  j "  f û s / i 9  b  b  -  ^  O i \ K
Hence C m r 7^/7- f / y ) [ &  b 6 f i n k o b o k  y b ) "ZL Ç/Cieb />^ -^
^ f n k  p b  C o $ '^  b f jf - - C o $ k  P  b  ^  ^  j ^ ^ * )
Now substitute into equation (VIII.2.l8) (3^ ,
and
' *•  ^F f p é ) f û O r t b 9 b f û 5 ' y b  - ^ y c > i k p b   ^f y S i n L ^ b  C û f y } ) x  ^ 4 e ? i / i $ b  J
/■
- /d . 8
-XK
/*“ 9b ifnk pb9/ny/>)
L - 2it Si^kob 7’^*/'
r (p^ '^ Ü>À9bcof'j^ b4ÛOml\&b 
- "^(y^dipbfi^yb'' erMebfobjb).
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f/n'yb)
_ - D/k OnL Pb SfAyb f j-4
(f'2)(Q£^d9b20SyL-^$Ml\0b okp) 
-'^ ['^ (od&b fosyb-t QfinL&honyb) ^
'‘iky^ fbk P 6 b 4 OcoiLohon yf) pisfn yb -é> ffdk 0 i (Pby b) ]
(VIII.2.19)
where ^  ^  f/hk&b ^ P5yb -^ûskpb $/nyb [ ^
Separate the terms containing P from the above 
to obt'ain;
j^jkkxi&bl(f-Z)y9-p2'j -
 ^^   ^ fknLûb ^ <yb {Cp2)& j 4 4 g p] ^
-  F ^ nbol) /tkyb I y
Hffi èd&b 4c J, i [ Cf^R.)^ y 4fp] 4 âi^l}&b ^'yb[(f--R)^ û-py] 
^yb[fpiz)yx^û] 4 j
-‘tl'f-
N  F  \r»i
4-d 7 /
foskebr&fyb
'~ [ “ 0 b ^*iyb^(f“R)y f J
-J J j - énk'^&biédyb
(VIII.2.20)
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Examine the terms
s (P 1^ J-~ ^ "  2])zz2^j M
similarly
s: /V
Using* these relationships and collecting 
appr:oj)riate terms expression (VII1.2.20) for the sum 
of the F terms becomes
^  ^  /VI ?ànA &b - /V J
(VIII.2.21)
—  ^  f M  ^ f 0 1> n^. \ A _ y ^ V-
t A/^   ^^  (s?iLgk ^
Now separating the terms containing ZL from 
equation (VIII.2.19) to obtain:
~ tink&h àljvpb 'Av^'j^b') PiktiJk&h
-t'U^ Uf--z){j^ éiy.i&L +dà>^ j,l>) -<^Cy&K^b -e k.i&l>)]^
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On expansion and collection of terms using 
the relationships  ^ and ^ ^ ^
the above becomes:
'^C + ni<.jl= fi)]
(  4 . 11^) (j- 9 ^ )  é n i W  & i  \  6 1
^ ■ N
(VIII.2.22)
Equating (VIII.2.22) to — (VIII.2.21) and solving
for 2X
r
Hx =
j' (M^ N^  4ft/i g\> y b C I . — I -i ^  ^kob
b C{)i‘^b Co<,L&h 6 7^
' N  ÎQ^jbYi(fN-jM)'lkUb - f^N'i'fM)iûn'pb\
\
(ûik &b y
Hence :
d-Ad A/Y /" /   - / 1
Aû U&b f  (
CjN-fM) TaJc^b - (jU-i-f/^ ) âin^b )
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r ~ ‘
(o%lel) cosyiU^ h!- ‘j^ )^ ékL&b -( ‘fN -ffM)lkLjb]^
^(Y)  ^ ^  ^ k 0-h "/V
fj'^ -t<j n) 6 j
 ^ fyVfV/v^ ) âk&i &K^j^b
~7û$kâU7û$Yl
a. - - c^- n
N
(VIII.2,23)
Thus the deflected form given by equation 
(V111.2.l4) is fully defined for the case of complex 
roots resulting from the relationship ^ I)»
Therefore equations (VIII.2,13) and (VIII.2 ,23) 
fully characterize the solution of the orthotropic plate 
equation (VIII.2.1)
In the analysis for anticlastic curvature detailed 
in Appendix VIII.3 the cases of real and complex roots 
to the characteristic equation (VIII.3.H ) give the 
groups of equations (VIII.3.14) and (VIII.3.1?)/
(VIII.3*17) respectively.
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The solution of these equations can be carried 
out in a manner identical to the above by considering 
appropriate terms in the equations of section VIII,2 
above replaced by the corresponding terms of section 
VIII.3.
Thus ^  and ^  are replaced by ^ and ^
Æ'Of’i- is replaced by x/'i
P and 2 are replaced by Clnd A-
The solution of the equations for the bending 
to an anticlastic surface of an orthotropic strip 
under a pure moment is therefore obtained as in the 
above analysis and the resultant forms are given in 
equations (VIII.3 .15) and (VIII.3 .18).
YFIG.VIII.2 Distorted cross-section of an 
ortliotropic plate under pure bending
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VIII.3. THE BENDING OF AN ORTHOTROPIC STRIP 
TO AN ANTICLASTIC SURFACE.
If an orth-otropxc strip of length, cl breadth b 
and thickness h is subjected to a uniform moment of 
intensity At per unit length across ,its ends, let it 
be assumed that the distorted cross-section is shown 
in Fig. VIII.2.
Assuming that the elastic properties of the plate 
material are given as:
En = Young’s Modulus in the x-direction.
 ^ = Young’s Modulus in the y-direction.
= Poisson’s Ratio relating an
extensional strain in the x-direction 
to the corresponding strain in the 
y-direction.
'A.i = Poisson’ s Ratio relating an
extensional strain in the y-direction 
to the corresponding strain in the 
x-direction.
In Fig. VIII.2 the neutral axis of longitudinal 
strain has been taken as the y-axis.
Consider the section which as tends
to zero becomes a rectangle whose centre of gravity 
will lie on the line 0 - 0 .  Consider the stress 
distribution normal to the face given by the/
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the customary equation
-, . (VIII.3.1)
c? ?
As has been argued by Searle and Ashwell the 
longitudinal stresses over the fac.os of yc^ 'i'S are 
proportional to their distances from the neutral axis, 
therefore the average stress over the element will 
be the stress at the centre of gravity of the section. 
Thus the resultant force on will be;
-T" = ■ h. 6^ (VIII.3.2)
where^ is now the distance of the section centre line 
from the neutral axis.
As "A" will be tensile when ^  is positive, the 
longitudinal strip of which is the cross-section
is subjected to a nett tension if the centre of 
gravity is above the neutral axis and a nett compression 
if the centre of gravity is.below the neutral axis.
This strip is, however, bent to a radius and by the 
analysis of Searle relating bending about the 
principal axis to circumferential tensions and 
compressions this bending has the effect of a nett 
pressure of magnitude P  per unit length along the/
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the plate where :
(viii.3 .3)
This pressure tends to deflect the strip towards 
the neutral axis. This is the effect discussed by 
Searle when analysing the tendency for the anticlastic 
curvature to be neutralised.
Now consider cut across the plate a strip whose 
dimension in the direction of the x-axis is <S(X .
This segment will be known as the "transverse strip" 
in contrast to the longitudinal strip whose cross-section 
is f S . As the plate bends under the moment At 
the transverse strip should develop a curvature of 
magnitude • However, as has been shown above,
the development of this curvature is inhibited by the 
pressure developed longitudinally. This re striction 
of free development produces strains across the 
plate which in turn imply additional longitudinal strains. 
However, no longitudinal strains can occur other than 
those given by the relationship therefore the
implied longitudinal strains must appear as changes 
in the longitudinal stresses. Assume that the usual 
bending theory for the transverse strip holds, i.e. 
that the transverse stress at any point is proportional/
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proportional to distance from the neutral axis, 
which neutral axis will he the horizontal centre line 
of the cross-section of the transverse beam since a 
resultant transverse force cannot exist. This can 
only mean that the transverse stresses due to the 
change in curvature induced by the pressure variation 
along the transverse strip add up at any section to 
a pure moment or couple about this assumed neutral 
axis .
Therefore, along the neutral axis of the 
transverse strip, the strain is given by
£^^6  z cn^ -  1%/. ( v i i i . 3 . 4 )
but the bending moment /i is given by
vAt . I 0 5 (  VIII. 3.5)
Therefore the couple acting on the transverse beam 
is given by
&
^ ° i  ^  (vill.3 .6 )
This suggests that the change in curvature of
the transverse strip does not affect the magnitude of
the nett force on the element  ^ which force is
which force is 
therefore still represented hy equation (VIII.3•2)./
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(VIII.3-2). This means that the transverse beam is 
in effect a beam on an elastic foundation, the non 
uniformly distributed load of intensity E o^ A < $ cl 
per unit length transversely being proportional to ^  
the distance of the centre line from the x-axis.
The author would at this point suggest that 
a solution for the anticlastic curvature of an 
orthotropic plate under uniform moment can be obtained 
as follows ;
It has been shown in Section I I .4 that the 
equations (II.4.4), (II.4.5) and (I I .4.6) described the 
behaviour and boundary conditions of an orthotropic 
plate subjected to a general loading of intensity 
^ . Thus from the above analysis the problem*
of the bending to an anticlastic surface^ of an 
orthotropic plate under a moment of intensity At can 
be approached through the solution for displacement of 
a transverse strip of such a plate subjected to a 
uniform moment of intensity 'Q/ Al and a non uniform 
pressure £> where ^  is the displacement of
any point in the middle plane of the strip from the 
y-axis.
i6o
Therefore equation (II.4.4) yields the 
compatihility equation for such a strip of unit width 
to be
- CP (VIII.3.7)
Considering the co-ordinate system for the 
strip to be as in Fig. II. 4 the boundary conditions 
the ends  ^- (9, b are given byon
7^/1 4. ITli. At
25t-2  ^ 4
(VIII.3 .8 )
7
As the strip is bent into a cylindrical form 
of radius of curvature Ç it is suggested that the 
following transform in the x-direction is applicable.
uE - J/n 7TPC 
CL
(viii.3.9)
 ^S 5i ■
Substitution of this form into the equation 
(VIII.3 *7 ) gives the characteristic equation
rMTT^ -J^Yifx + f5 i' /iiÜZW A/ A 1 YL ”  ^
c/y*^ jAil Ct, ) <3?y C _ L 61 y  ^^2^2. J (VIII.3 .10)
It is important at this point to examine the 
ratio to rephrase it within the confines
of the present "small deflection" analysis.
l6l
1 . It can be readily shown from equations 
(II.1 .7 ), (II.2 .5 ) and (II.3 .3) that - £* A ^  ..
2. If a strip of length ^ and thickness A. 
is bent by a moment vH such that its central deflection 
is its radius of curvature ^ is given by
^ where H  is a constant
therefore Et» A. _ 2^' . <^3 A/ //— 1/.^.
Therefore equation (VIII.3.10) can be restated
as
yty - I + i/i) j YL  ^o
(VIII.3 -11)
The four roots of this equation where
C z M7T ± — 'Pft Til- j / -f AÀ >/z.. 1/2/ JT
(4777/  ^-
/ =4? 77~  ^ P D33 — JIA3 2^r / -h f /“ tA./.j
i
1
(VIII.3 .12)
' As in section II.5 it can be stated that 
there are three possible cases consistent with the 
actual values of J^i* etc. Inspection will be made/
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made of the two more important cases, namely, that of 
four real roots to the characteristic equation and 
that of four complex roots,
1. Four Real Roots.
The deflection k/ is given by the expression
09
‘^ = 1  J- ^ + iî. S<"'A ^  yi'l' «TT-y (VIII.3 .13)
Substitution of this expression into the boundary 
conditions (VIIl.3-8) gives the following simultaneous
equations :
1
/"A. -t . 1^ ,.
^  — 'O / y %  = o
>■
i 4 " i^nL ^  y 4 é£(s>i.L § 6 -h^Dt^ÇfhL § 6 = lAf. At
(viii.3*i4)
where ^  -= ZAt
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Tlie solution of the group of equations (VIII.3-1^)
is indicated in Appendix V III.2. The expressions
f or etc, are:
s ./j ^i c ^ s ^ [ 7ûsi^ y -  cosLS^  A y
Sh  ^"3/- A L Ç 6"  ^ i ^  J
X
n; -Æi. Ai r ;/*?;( ^ y ifnk^y cx^sL ^I’T'7'o$Jx^
6 PC ^
Z4i ' 3  At ^y f “0 "^ z  (^ oîÂ ^ y Cû^ i ^ y -/)j ^ 6
( V I I I . 3 . 1 5 )
where  ^ ^ y^hA ^  ^  CoU. ^  l> Cp$il^ y ~ i')
2. Four Complex Roots.
The deflection is given by
where '
= E^U. Z4a ' A  - mtT ' r  %-) — %3,2^1. jl-  ^ / / - "  V/2,. A f j  1
- " - '  ^ >^2. L
M -Î.
6^ 3A-Z.
l64
Substitution of equation ( V Ü I . 3 . l6 ) into the 
boundary conditions (VIII.3 « 8) gives the following 
group of equations
At.
^  ZP/ - 2 4 2Aï. 2 ^^ Cm - *= o
Elm ( côi> 6 - J $//;A/& zt}
-A" y (€>$L ^  y $tn 2^  y Cj ^/rk % A
6/M S//// 2~y ^4$ yL y — ^ iûi,L %  y $/n 'xy'^
T 2 m i t X  ^ y ^fn/cy "A- y (o$L Ay  = 1/%/.
Em ^ "2/ z ^tnixAy X xy') ■" ^ a y z y~^ a c^?$yxy xy') ^
- A opiLxy 6<î'5z^v- /  f//)/, Ay "  ^ [ x A y  xy  —/)  0^ 1 Ay cûsx0]  ^
Cn\^ {^j~-^ A 0$iM Cûsxy ^f*^xy}^[x^oiixy^o^xb^A ^ ^^ ixy sexI>)‘^
D k i \ ^ [ 0 s X h 0 $ i . A y  % 6 $/^ kA~y 0 $xé>^
 ^ o
(VIII.3 ‘17)
where ' Vzi.(A^- X^) ” "P/z ^ E2T^'^
^ c X ’A-/C,JA.-l  ^ P  - 4-Pùl!^
The solution of the above equations in/
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is indicated in Appendix VIII. 2 which, gives the 
following expressions for the constants TPm etc.
7^ 4 = vLi. Xt ^  tctnCxy Em XL f f_____ —/ "A/^ \ Ay
K j ù?$LAy 0^Xh coslxb65>sXL  ^f j )
I " A I?- Nikn. Z6^ ^ ij-N" ~^iJ\ A (> — /j-Af 4- y/-/) 1
C  - At. //. y
A J  — / -A / 9 j
 ^c l>cû$xL Y
0 $LA\> — /y/V A^ 'J
— 2 & z6 ALt— N^nXl?)
Pm ” . n/Z
" - 6L. Ai
A/
-  4 P»i
(VIII.3.18)
where A1 zA(p'-f^''X ÎX2.
u
y
X  = - [ f M ^ j N Ÿ & £ x y
• Y (m '^ £aL i> Z  6
0%L Ah> ^ s X ^
30 •
O 'S'
-  B
FIG.VIII. 3 Cross-section deformation at x a/2
D22 300 a/b = 4.
4to
 ^i. /R& » 2
FIG.VIII.4 Cross-section Deformation at x = a/2
^22 ” a/b = 6
2 3
Rt
I
I
A
FIG•VIII.5 Cross-section deformation at x = a/2
D22 = 300 a/b = 10
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It is seen from th.e above derivation and 
analysis tbat tbe anticlastic bebavionr of an 
ortbotropic strip under a constant moment can be 
obtained for a variety of central deflections defined 
as a constant H  times tbe plate tbickness. In tbe 
following discussion tbe above expressions are used 
to obtain for a value of H  = 0.125 tbe deflected form 
for a variety of stiffnesses and aspect ratio.
Figs. VIII.3, VIII.4 and VIII.5 sbow tbe 
variation of tbe displacement ^  across tbe strip for 
tbree values of tbe ratios , R^ and ^^6 . Tbe
value's sbown are for tbe value of equal to unity, 
i.e., tbe first term only of tbe infinite series for 
^  . Tbe convergence of tbe equation for ^  is
discussed in Appendix VIII.5 and it can be stated 
tbat tbe utilisation of tbe first term only of tbe 
infinite series is adequate to describe tbe cross- 
section distortion of a strip subjected to pure moment. 
All tbe graphs were drawn considering tbe strip bent 
by a positive value of moment vM. giving for tbe 
principal strip a deflected form convex downwards.
Tbus a positive value of tbe displacement ^  indicates 
distortion away from tbe centre of principal curvature 
and a negative value of tbe displacement is indicative/
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indicative of distortion towards tbis centre. It 
is convenient to examine tbe mode of distortion by 
discussing tbe effect on tbis distortion of variation 
of eacb of tbe parameters  ^ /ïh.^ . > Rt =
and tbe length to breadtb ratio .
For a constant value of increase of tbe
ratio causes tbe magnitude of tbe distortion at
any section from tbe cylindrical form of radius ^  
to increase. However, tbe variation of tbis 
distortion across tbe plate decreases witb increasing
tbat is, tbe statements of LAMB and SEARLE
tbat ibe cross-section of tbe strip becomes
progressively flatter as tbe length to breadtb ratio
is increased is confirmed for an ortbotropic plate.
■>
Also, for fixed values of tbe ratios R and 
increase of tbe ratio/depresses tbe magnitude of tbe 
distortion but alters tbe variation across tbe strip 
by a negligible amount.
For a value of R^ of unity tbe distortion of 
tbe cross-section is positive, tbat is, tbe displacement 
is away from tbe centre of principal curvature. Tbis 
agrees witb tbe experimental work carried out by 
ASH¥ELL on isotropic plates and can be stated to be/
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b© due to tbe relative dominance of tbe effect of 
tbe couple 'Qxi. on tbe distorted cross-section.
However, as increases tbe overall effect of
tbis couple A/ diminishes and tbat due to
tbe non-uni form pressure in consequence
increases. Tbus tbe strip is distorted more towards 
tbe centre of principal curvature tban bitberto and tbe 
actual magnitude of tbe distortion increases.
Increase in tbe value of R^ for any value
of otber tban unity bas tbe effect of increasing
tbe magnitude of tbe distortion at any section away 
from tbe centre of principal curvature. Tbis is not 
readily explained without reference to tbe solution 
of equation (VIII.3.11) and careful examination of 
tbe roots. It can briefly be stated, however, tbat 
an increase in tbe value of T>hb foip a fixed ratio R^
causes tbe value of tbe root ^ . of equation (VIII.3.12)
to decrease faster tban tbe rate at which tbe root ^
increases. Tbis in turn causes tbe constants 
and and thence tbe terms and ^
to dominate tbe expressions for tbe displacement UX 
As tbe terms involving and Sy^  are always
positive, while those involving and 34, alternate
in sign and decrease faster tban those containing/
0-Û4B m. <;r'££L
O'I
V.
),
K:
-5* -
Q-g36 in.^^'TeBL
\
X
\
Vi
O'04^  //?. /QLU/^ tNÎu/^ .___
Û'Û^ ù> //? , /=^ LU/^ )
-/o
FIG.VXII.6 Cross-section deformation at x = a/2
Test beams a/b = 9-885
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containing and th.e value of tlae displacement
becomes more positive as increases.
Tbus, altbougb the present theoretical 
investigation has not been as e>d'iaustive as that 
carried out by LAMB and SEARLE on isotropic plates, 
it can readily be seen that all the salient points 
that they derive for isotropic plates are relevant 
to the behaviour of orthotropic plates under pure 
bending.
Eig. VIII,6 gives the curves for the actual 
experimental beams of Chapter III, these beams 
having a ratio - 9 «885. These curves are as
would be expected from the above analysis, namely, 
those beams with the lower values of R^ exhibit"^ 
the largest negative value of deviation from the 
cylindrical form.
The actual beams were 2-g- in, deep and from 
Figs, VIII.12 and VIII.13 the end load to give a 
central deflection of 0.3125 in. for each beam can be 
f ound,
For 0.048 in. thick steel this load is
54.25 Ibf.
Beam Central
Distortion
ins. X 10 ^
Half Width 
Distortion
ins. X  10 ^
0.048" steel 24.01 6 .92
0 .036" steel 13.92 20 .25
0,048" alum. 27.70 11.40
0 ,036" alum. 360.3 225.5
TABLE VIII.1(a) = 1//z ( ^  /D„ )
Beam Central
Distortion
Half Width 
,Distortion
inches inche s
0.048" steel 0.3877 0.1628
0 .036" steel 0.2855 0.1150
0 .048" alum. 0 .1618 0.1650
0 .036" alum. . 0.4780 0.2800
TABLE VIII. 1(b) A /  = -Jr
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The bending* moment is _$4.25 x 1*75 % 12 -
1139.25 Ibi.in.
From Fig. Vlll.6 the distortion at the 
beam centre is 24.01 x 10“^ in, i.e. this is the 
distortion from the cylindrical form of radius ^
Also from Fig, VIII,6 the distortion across 
half the beam width is 6.92 x 10"^ in.
This calculation has been carried out for 
each beam specimen and the salient results are given 
in Table VIII.1 (a).
It is readily seen that these distortions 
would not be detected by dial gauges nor indeed would 
they have any significant bearing on a calculation* 
based on the assumption that the beam is bent into a 
cylindrical form of radius ^
As has already have mentioned in the Critical 
Review sections 1,1 and 1.3? and in the Theoretical 
Analysis section I I .6, a point of discussion among 
previous writers has been the application of the 
Maxwell Reciprocal relationships to the study of 
orthotropic plates, in particular to the identity
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From equation. (II.3 .3) assuming these 
relationships to hold CR, =  - Vu
C,e. -0x1 . V/;L. ^  ( V I I I .  3 . 1 9 )
For the beam specimens described in Chapter 
III and using the above analysis for anticlastic 
curvature it is possible to evaluate the distortion 
of the cross-section assuming equation (VIII.3.19) is 
not true.
For each beam the value of the Poisson’s Ratio 
has been taken as that for the unformed plate 
material, i.e. 0.28 and 0.33 for steel and aluminium 
respectively. As shown in Appendix VIII.4 this 
gives, values of 1)1/ of 21.42 x 10 ^ , 9.802 x lO” ,^
35*86 X 10 , and 17.26 x 10 for 0.048 in. and
0.036 in. thick steel and aluminium respectively.
However, if equation (VIII.3*19) does not 
hold, the rational alternative for the light gauge
beams considered would be that 1^ / = 0-Z3 o-/" <P*33
the Poisson’s Ratios for the unformed beam materials.
It is therefore relevant to compute the/
0V4B //?.
?:
Q:
$
'^^ 26 //7.
-$"c>> //I. Jf
û'04~B m. /^^MfNtur^
-“Ô0 *
/^ * /0
'#^ 6 //7. ^LU/^/A/fUM
( n  X  f Q
FIG A VIII.7 Cross-section deformation at x = a/2
Assumes - v^ /z.
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tîie constants given by ( Vlll, 3 ,18 ) for tîiie case 
and subsequently from (Vlll.3.l6) obtain tbe 
distortion across tbe beam cross-section.
Fig, Vlll, 7 gives th.e results for this 
computation of the distorted cross-section of the 
beams.
For the 0.048 in. steel the distortion at the 
beam centre is therefore 1139*25 % 3^ x lO”'^ =
0 ,3877 inches.
Also the distortion across half the beam 
width ’is 0,1628 in.
Values for the other specimens are shown 
in Table Vlll.l(b). >
The implications of the magnitudes of these 
distortions across the cross-section are that there 
would be considerable rotation and displacement of the 
beam edges. For a beam characterized by the stiffness 
values obtained for 0,048 in, thick steel, the 
analysis indicates that a rotation across the beam 
from edge to edge of some 12y^ of arc would be evident.
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This is at variance with the experimental 
work reported in Chapter III and commented upon in 
Chapter IV where it was stated that no such effect 
transpired during the bending tests to determine 
dll, even at high values of applied moment .
The author therefore concludes that for the 
plates considered in this thesis’, the assumption
» d 7.( which implies the relationship (Vlll. 3 .19 ) 
between the two Poisson*s Ratios, is correct.
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VIII.4. THF CALCULATION OF THE ELASTIC 
MODULI AND STIFFNESSES.
In the following sections, full details 
are given for the calculation of the moduli and 
stiffnesses for plates formed from,0.048 in. thick 
steel sheet, the moduli and stiffnesses for the other 
types of plates considered being presented in Table 
VIII.2.
The Calculation of the modulus : for
the co-ordinate system used for this test - shown 
in Fig. Ill.2, the points (l) and (5 ) have the 
co-ordinates and { t o') respectively.
Thus, from equation (ll.3 .2 ) the deflection ^  of 
these points relative to that of the central point 
(^ ) is given by:
kL » — , Cûj . /n ,
since , for an ortho tropic plate cciù, % - o
For the bending configuration described
where is the moment intensity acting on a plane
parallel to the x-axis.
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From F i g . I l l .2 M -a '
. a 7- A- ■ M' 
3^ . p.
For the plates and points considered ^ = 6 in.
and the values of the average deflection uJ~- i ^ u^>i h- klv) 
for increasing values of P  are graphed in Figs.
VIII.8 and VIII.9*
For 0.048 in. steel the computed equations 
to the three sets of experimental values are
 ^ P = 12 .046 k/ + 0,06707
p = 11.655 kl- - 0.06318
P = 11.865 ur + 0.00655
Taking from these an average of the three 
gradients can be calculated as:
CXn.2. -= ^  /l 4 s~^’é/
- ^  / E 7.
y /o A /tbj-
The Calculation of the modulus 6?ê,é. the
co-ordinate system used in this test is given in 
Fig. Ill.9, the points (2), (4), (6) and (8)
respectively having the co-ordinates 6 )
[x, -y)
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Therefore, for the points (4) and (8 ) and 
(2 ) and (6 ) respectively with a twisting moment 
Afzy only acting, equation ( 11.3 .2 ) reduces to
\ (ü/f-4- ulg) » - m  .
h
iohe'^ e - /Mxy
A
From Fig, 111.6 ( L )
• • (^pC^ =r 7 <v-. A 
3^ . S’
where for the plates considered x = y = 6 in. and 
the values of the deflection k> -- j; fLJ4.-t u>q'^ 
for increasing values of P are graphed in Figs. Vlll. 10 
and Vlll,11.
For 0.048 in. steel the computed equations 
to the three sets of experimental values are , .
P = 16.181 (D- - 0.17867
P = 15.741 kP + 0.00083
P = 16.126 V- - 0.07164
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Averaging the three gradients ( %>) ,
can be calculated as :
= V   ^ 337-2^ x/o'^ k'^
The Calculation of the modulus : Figs.
VIII.12 and VIII.13 indicate the experimental values 
obtained from the bending tests performed to obtain 
the modulus CXx\
/From equations (ll .3*3)
For a beam bending a pure moment
^  7- Ml'"
, = 7
where is the lateral deflection between two points 
on the beam a distance 2.J apart, and zzC, being
the Young * s Modulus and second moment of area for=* 
the principal direction 3d.
For the beams described in Section III.1 the 
dial gauges labelled and graphed in Figs. VIII. 12
and VIII.13 were positioned 2 feet from the centre of 
the beam, the deflection of centre being read on the 
dial gauge .
The computed equation from the three sets 
of experimental values relating load P and deflection/
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deflection u> are for gauge of the 0.048 in.
steel beams.
P = 1.6916 4/ X 10^ + 1.9996
P = 1.6304 4A X 10^ + 2.1425
P = 1.6385 4/ X 10^ + 2.2664
and for the experimental values of the gauges the
computed equations are;
P
P
P
5.668517 X 10^ + 6.6292
5.3008 kX X 10^ + 6.8677
5 .40984A X 10^ + 6.6825
Taking an average of each, of the gradients 
the rate of change of deflection and over
the half length dl for a given value of P can be**' 
determined as;
(P/1 .6535) X 10 ^ = 0.60478 P x  10  ^
(p/5 .4597) X 10"^ = 0.18316 P x  10“^
. . C? I z
ins .
ins .
-1 " 2 ( uXq .
where oc is the moment arm of the load P carried by a 
6 in. wide beam.
In the tests described in Chapter III/
Chapter III
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2 , ZTn . Ù . & >^2 /ÙZ y/(? 
7/. 2^^
_3
-7= O- 4 -/ 8  2 't y fO y/f
The Calculation of the Stiffnesses: considering
as above the 0.048 in. steel specimen.
From equation (II.3.3)
2 -2>fC?B
y^X.r 4 ^
Observing the normal relationships for 
orthotropic plates
Sx =. 34/ r Æ / . . A ^
/2 f  /— Vx/. V/a-^ /— 7/^/. V/2.)
: vi/. Btf. 3X7, z. V/2. . A.%. X ^ 
/z
For the specimens considered in this thesis
/
' L s Cakon as the Poisson’s Ratio for the beam/
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beam material, i.e. Va = 0,28 and 0.33 for steel and 
aluminium respectively,
/. v4/ -- 4 - 2/* 42---------------
/2.
/- V/2. v4/
T)ii = A /0Z-9/ /if. X
/% /Z
24Y' /3
Table VIII.2 gives the complete range of 
values of the derived moduli and stiffnesses.
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VIII.5. DETAILS OF THE NUMERICAL WORK.
The.numerical work carried out in the 
thesis will be represented here by reference to
0.048 in. thick steel.
For this material the Poisson * s Ratio
A  = 0.28.
The ratio jVz defines the mode of
solution of the behaviour equation.
0  •=> (viii.5.1)
i ■ ■ ■ V
where the roots of the equation are i  ^  j — A
çA - >m  - L . f -f-
^ = /nTT 1  ^INz - •i'Xhii' ~
a Jl>2.x
(VIII.5.2)
For real roots 2% ^ this implies that:
for  ^ 43 5*1984 for real root
Z^ x Z^ x
for 3^ 6 _ 2 ' A' < 18.3186 for real root
T>zy
39*4384 for real roots
since 3b"2, = 2 .a. V 2 ■ X 4- 2
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From section II.5 the moments etc. throughout 
an orthotropic plate are :
Rtc -  “  r D w  4- -h 4 è'^ uT 1
% “ r D"  ^D/x 4" 2  ^kt 1
til/**
/M>f\.| z - 2 Di&Y_iAl\ ( VIII. 5.3)
N c) /
Any discussion of the convergence of the 
assumed series for deflection and the above 
quantities can be resolved into that of an examination 
of the terms. . This being
due to'the assumed sinusoidal form- for deflection in 
the direction
For ease of computation the dimensions were/
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were considered to be :
the plate length, defined by :pc ■=■ 
the plate breadth, defined by ^ /
1. Real Roots.
Thus from section II.5 for real roots the 
plate deflection is given by
4 CO
^ J. -t ■+ ^  -f- Da, îV.i/ ^  ^ j i!*\ ^n~x
^  -» ^  A V- y rûd(fij 'h
4 0»
$/nL^^  4 Vy 4- /" 4//I/ /y -y / 7(S?V/yJ ^/A^ rrx
1>J ' "^ '
.;>v ~~ ^  AQ ^')(4k4^ A" A  ^  f  y  i74i/ /- /Z?« (o ^ k ^ l^  ^ir\ /^£Z2"
(VIII.5.4)
For the above expressions, the constants 
etc, are those obtained by substitution of the 
quantities Z^, etc. and the plate dimensional ratio/
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ratio (■■%) into equations (II.5 .II). Table VIII. 3 
gives the values computed for two cases of real 
roots, namely,
(1)
(2)
— 1 , - 1 
= 2
where for 0.048 in. thidie steel IXx » //Z-(!— ~iP'')
- 300 Ibf.in.
Thus from equations (VIII.5-2), for (1) above
1.595 m t T 0.3595
■ At the plate centre, y = 0.5. Thus 
considering the successive values of ^ 4  for 
increasing M
m = 1 = 0 .7975^*^ = 0.80/77" say, for
convenience in reading values from tables
r  . = 6,21314, yy = 6.13214
m
m
911.65311, = 911.65256
1 3 8 9 4 1 . 3 9 5 3 8 5 5 1 2 9
138941.39538 19142
7a. - / ■. r / P  -
Quantity
f
-  1 2lJ m - 2 m  = 5 " ^ ) ^ Position
U)-y ^  X 1 0 ^ 13.39 13.36 13.37 -% = %
M 'X  X D 23.53 22.05 21.93 ■5C - %
/yii^ X V xfO 51.39 ' 50.43 50 .22 3'i- J %
f^X X T 28 .78 39.70 4o . 4l :x ^  a
3 0.005640 0.005400 0.005340 %
Afyy ^  D - 0 .0710 -0.0741 -0.0750 -  c ?
Qx X ^ 4l .81 44.24 46 .03 x: ^  c>
= /g ■, = 2 -, D  -~
D:
Quantity 2  M : 1 Zj % f, 3) ^
5)
Po sition
U/- X X> 1 .292 1 .281 1.281 ^ = %
Air X Z> 22.07 21.16 21.31 :xr = 'Vz
Mij / 5 X/£> 2 . 881 2 .265 2.064 ^  = %
"R-xx D 9.437 34,25 36.52 ^   ^(P
X D -3.968 -3.542
. .
-3.237 - %
Mzy xp -0.7002 -0.7315 - .?4l4 :pir -<p
(ÿy X J> 36.54 41.85 43.36 :%r 0
TABLE VIII.4 - Calculated quantities
Real Roots
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Using a computer operating to the eighth 
digit means that accuracy can he preserved for m = 1.
For m = 3 accuracy is dependent on the 
values of ^  etc, In fact as can be seen from 
Table VIII, 3 the pairs ^3^ and 2^  ^y!^ always 
constitute a pair of constants each of which is of 
opposite sign. Thus the values can be inaccurate for 
a case where and 3^ are similar in magnitude and 
accuracy is dependent on the fifth digit of the 
values of and j/y .
However, for m = 5 there is no differencei
between and to the eighth digit, and for
cases where the values of and are similar
the problem of lost accuracy can assume serious  ^
proportions particularly as the ratio rises.
This effect is known as "front end cancellation^' 
and could not be readily circumvented on the Ferranti 
Sirius computer. This meant that to preserve 
accuracy prolonged arithmetical computations had to 
bo carried out by hand calculator.
Table V I I I .4 gives the significant values of/
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of the forces and. moments etc . at certain positions 
in an ortho tropic plate whose aspect ratio b -
These values correspond, to the values of the constants 
etc . in Table Vlll. 3.
2 . Complex .Roots .
For this case -2. 7^,/ and the
roots of equation (Vlll.5 « i ) are
^  r ± A  ^  ~ ^  zt
where ___
mrr y S p  • -h . t/nr i/5,- Az -
w b ) r ^ - .
and the relevant expressions are:
CO
4/^
D (mTr)/«■=■ ip,-.
/fjH f ^7 J
(^V = 7 7<p$x,^ 7  ^ 1
i f//)'
'2. r C % w ^7
+ CVn^  - 6*, I /
W/TX
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P// ni
•p
-+ • Cm[û- 0 d  ûij  ^^M 'iô ij Siyiy^
'^ '^ y^  iyUnLô^ cr^ sX^ ÿ ^ik'])^
■^ zo-^  1^ Prw[’'')^ '^ dLB^  -& <^ s/py ^^'^'2'*/} ^
&c<9dô^co$'j^ -'^  /^xX <9y
4-6Ivi
aaÿ
C«/6)
r)V = - f/'%fCwTT)^  V
i Vu C^/6) /ji 3 / *••
/% - JCûU9<^ f
 ^ WXé>y s'/x'^Y
C^  ^Z(C)s^y — ^
-¥V»x C^  ^5/é>y ^/*i‘^Y f ^ y/xX^ y /^s^y)
0/1 MTïZÜ
(?/b)
( V I I I . 5 .5)
The values of the constants P», etc. in the
above equations appear in Table VIII.5 for tbe 
following two cases;
(1)
(2)
D,
P/,
'/t?; = 10, =  1
'/? = 1.314 X 10 , ^66
Case (2 ) is tlie actual 0.048 in. tliick steel 
decking f or wkicli th.e actual values of 3; etc . 
appear in Table VIII,2.
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For case (l) y = 0.5
O  - MTf6 ^  /• /34 AfTl
rv\ - & D 6"677r - o-s~yrr so.lj-
- 3'0^02.L %ihL 6)y r 2' 9/3 4-2-
^ 3 C<pU&^ - /û4' ; W X  = /04‘32yy4.
= S/V-y.
oVX = 3/^7' ff
As can be seen from tbe above, th.e same 
difficulties arise as for tbe case of real roots, 
witb bowever the additional complication tbat for 
complex roots the values op etc. do not remain
consistent in sign. Further, the equations/
V, /f i%1
Quantity 2% /yi - 1 Ij/rt = 3 3)6" Position
Lj-x D, V 10^ 1.237 1 . 2 3 2 1 . 2 3 3 %  •= ■*/2
M?{ X D, 20.75 20.42 2 0 . 7 3 %  = %
X l>t X /o - 2.044 - 2 .481 - 2 . 6 6 3 %  = %
« 2)( 3 5 . 3 4 4o . 2 1 42 . 0 2
X C| - 2 . 1 1 8 - 1 . 9 0 3 - 1 . 9 6 2 ^ %
/Mzy V D, - 4.118 - 6 . 5 4 4 - 7 . 9 8 1 0
36 . 0 8 4o . 9 5 4 5  . 4 3 3k: ;=. (p
'^ "/Ch.7. = /-3/4- A-/0 = /-SiTB '.
Quantity Z| 1 z: M =1,3 Po^sition
13.22 13.09 13.07  ^%
Mzx/Bj, y/0^ 173.4 167.2 166 .2 XC = ^/z
2 .811 3.526 4.670 X  ^  /^z.
— -4
f9?C X j\ ^  /O 40 .89 45.43 47.07 = 0
XT 64
-51.05 -44.80 -47.36 = '^/z.
-y 10 37.90 39 .42 39 .80
40.89 45.43 47 .07 ftf - c>
TABLE '/III. 6 - Calculated quantities 
Complex R o o t s .
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equations ( VIII. 5 *5) sh.ow that no simplifying 
assumptions can be made as the hyperbolic terms are 
qualified by simple trigonometric expressions.
This implies that for all values of nv , 
the computations need to be checked by hand 
calculation for possible numerical instability.
It was therefore to obviate the above 
difficulties that the method indicated in Section IV.2 
was used to determine the lateral strain i
For the deflection forces and moments, the 
convergence of the assumed series is indicated in 
Table VIII.6.
From the above results for both real and ^
complex roots to the characteristic equation the
author considers that qualitatively the Levy method
gives satisfactory results for m = 1. Increasing
accuracy can be obtained with further terms or by 
altering the plate aspect ratio , an increase in
which - from the considered value of - will
depress the value of ^  for real roots, and ^ for 
complex roots. This will lead to increased accuracy/
accuracy in computation and a possible avoidance of 
numerical instability, particularly in the 
expressions for deflection uT
190
The author therefore considers that if an 
orthotropic plate, either by virtue of its stiffness 
ratios or its physical form, can be approximated to 
by a series of linlced beams, the slight loss of 
accuracy in computation of deflections etc. inherent 
in this approximation is more than offset by the 
resulting simplification in the necessary computational 
work.
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VIII.6. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL 
INVESTIGATIONS.
Material Properties; throughout the decking 
tests specimens were cut from the failed component 
to obtain experimental values of Y o u n g ’s Modulus E 
and Poisson* s Ratio . These were carried out
on specimens 0.95 i^a. wide using a small testing 
machine and ^ in, foil electrical strain g a u g e s .
For the theoretical work utilising 
orthotropic plate theory, only the value of Poisson*s 
Ratio for each specimen was required and two typical 
tests'are illustrated in Figs, VIII.36 and V I I I .37 
for 0.048 in. thick steel and O.O36 in. thick 
aluminium respectively. For these two specimens 
the material properties can be calculated to be;
S t e e l : Y o u n g ’s Modulus E = 13,6OO T o n f / i n ^ .
Poi s son * s Ratio = 0.275
Aluminium A l l o y ;
Young's Modulus E = 4,700 Tonf/in^
Poisson’s Ratio = 0.317
For all the specimens tested, some seventy 
in all, the average values were:
Steel/
00
-p
00
Pi-
(0
0
E
• H
Ü
0p'
CO
W'
p■H
piÜ
0
A
P
o
A
0
o
•ri
•P
0
A
0
PO
m
U)
• HO
A
i>
H
H
H
>
2
A
Steel; Young’s Modulus E = 1 3 , 400 Tonl/m 
Poisson’ s Ratio 'Q - 0.28
1 9 2
Aluminium Alloy:
Young’s Modulus E .= 4, 46o TonP/m*^
Poisson’s Ratio 3^  = 0.33
Eon both, materials there was some scatter of
results, the largest variation being of the order
of 10^ from the mean. The full range of results 
for Poisson’s Ratio is given in Table VIIJ.7.
The Critical Load: for the calculation of
the critical stress and the "local plate stress factor" 
individual values of the material constants and the 
yield stress were used. These were determined 
as above, for the aluminium being the 0.1^ proof
stress,
Eor the 0.048 in. thick steel strut whose 
compression test is shown in Pig. VIII,28(a) the 
values of the material properties were :
13,600 Tonf/in^ 
0 .28
16.5 Tonf/in^,
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From equation (v.l.l)
(TZ . KTf'^e f £ Ÿ  
/2/a LbJ
For 0.048 in. thick steel the profile is as 
sh'own in Fig. VIJI, 38 * Using the ..above values the 
stress initiating local elastic buckling is given as
0~c T Jfn ^
This compares with the experimental value of
3.55 
0.512 ” 8.95 Tonf/in
On the basis of simple beam theory and 
assuming a fully effective compression flange 
02 = 6.44 Tonf/in’' gives a value of moment
A? = 3 • 40 Tonf. in
.'. The loading to initiate elastic buckling
3.40 X 2240 
8 x 6
= 1.11 Ibf/in .
The Collapse Load of Decking : for the 
calculation of the theoretical collapse load of 
0.048 in. thick steel decking made up of a series of 
troughs of the profile shown in Fig. VIII,38 the 
procedure is as follows;
jb
Z
4 - Z
0 ’û 4 B
19 h-
From F i g . V .1 for mild steel
= 0.4727
Til© effective width. bg = 1.98 in.
The position of the neutral axis N~N is 
determined from the condition that the area above 
and below it shall be equal. This gives
e = 1.48 in.
f = 1.04 in.
c = 1.47 in
d = 1.03 in
At collapse it is assumed that the yield 
stress is reached across the complete effective section.
Therefore the collapse moment M<: is given by:
Afc - /" I A?, ^
(/'Od yO-S'/S')'i'C ^ '^ 3 y
For this material the average value of yield 
stress was found to be I6.5 Tonf/in .
. * . Ale = 3 ' 47 Tonf . in.
Collapse loading
5.47 X 2240 
8 x 6 = 256 Ibf/ft^
" 1*78 Ibf/in ,
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The above procedures for critical and 
collapse loading can be carried out for all the types 
of decking considered and the results are given in 
Table V.l.
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